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6$ for 111c:
Petr'ee
ChdiCe of all Straw hats 50c a jiece.
Best Mae° Tan a f hose worth 25c - 18c
2d gr " " " " 14c - 10c,
oil (if 1111 ' Ii it in GUI' house, including
Joh 13 ;...:td son a.
he,.e rices rue low( r than you wilt
find here and bttte goodr.
Cholce of all 50c th frts for 25c
Sign of the Big Boot.
Co.9
Vre Ilave Been At
Croat Pains
given the people of this community omething
ti in the way of Harness and ".;addlery, and
they are showing their appreciation of it. Mr.
Jno. Skally, who is at the head of this depart-
ment, has served
ship at his trade
trons the benefit
He is a good judge
splendid maker of
a select stock of
ness, but if you want a set that
long apprentice-
and offers our pa.
of his experience.
of leather and a
harness. We have
factory made har-
never was close
o a sewing machine he will make you up some-
thing that will last until you tire of it.
In The Saddle Line.
Our Co!. Talbot has cos-
tomers a long way from home.
His saddles have a wide repu-
tation and are much sought af-
ter. We have also a large
stock of ready made saddles.
'FORBES & BRO.,
Si-
setae°
cae-
••••-•••.- •••m• salmi
An Interesting Suit Filed
Friday Morning.
PRAYER FOR
Rawls Accused Word of Stealing a Nine Cents
File and Gets Sued.
E. H. Rawls; accused J. H. Word, Jr.,
of stealing a file valued at nine cents,
and the latter brought suit this morn-
ing for ten thousand dollars damages.
Mr. Word is a young man who lives
in the Scates' mill precinct. Last moiall
he was in the employ of the Racket
store. Mr. Rawls was head clerk at the
time. A cheap file was missed from the.
stock. According to the petition, Rawls
"falsely, maliciously and without any
probable cause" made oath before Jack
T. Hanbery, presiding Judge of the
Hopkinsville Police Court, to the effect
that Weed had talon the the with the
felonious intention of converting it to
his own use. A warrant was put in the
hands of Chief of Police J. S. Fritz and
Word was arrested. The young man
was tried in the Police Court and ac-
quitted.
These are the causes that lead to the
damage suit. Word states that the
charges brought against him were also-
lutly false, that he neither stole nor
carried away the file. Ito claims that
owing to his arrest and the alleged faLse.
accusation his reputation has been great-
ly damaged and his feelings hurt in at
least the sum of ten thousand dollars.
HER SWEETHEART WAS DRUNK.
How a Hopkinavilh, ou Men Lost a
WA'e.
A few even sags Pg.() a eung Italy of
liarlingtoh u ad.- re . e to leave fel
Seringfiela eal• s! lea lead to
wie.y eae. ie -*elan •oe
k •
. • el 2 .1 J 5 11 • U .
,11. a t t : a :a; , .•
' eresle (1. aek aau it • e 0; ;:g laely no a
refuees to jean heart-: Lute haeas.
Her friends congratulate her on this
wae. action.—Earlington Correspondent
to the Madisonville Hustler.
Little River Paragraphs.
Mesdames George Davie, of Madison -
and Hattie Davis, of your city,
visited Mrs. W. T. May ton. 1 ueschty.
Misses Willie Mattingly and Minnie
Hunted spent Sunday in Evansville.
Jr. Alva Arvin was the guest of Mies
Birdie Davis Sunday.
Rev. Northeress preached to a large
congregution Sunday morning and at
night.
Miss Minnie Hunted and little sister,
were in your city this week.
The singing nut as usual at the resi-
dence of Mr. L. R. Davis' Sunday even-
ing. Those present were Misses Annie
Wilkins. Lillie Denton, Maud Harried,
Birdie Davis, Lou Hall, Carrie Harried,
Myrtie Maddox, Louis Thomas, Messrs.
Bullard Egleton, Vaughn, Hall, Wright
Bryant, Davis, Sam White, George
White, Ulys Goode, J. Thomas, Hooseer
and others, too numerous to mention.
MAY APPLE.
WHAT THEY THINE OF US.
HopkInavl Ile • Beautiful City And the
People Are Hospltabli.
The delegation of loudness men from
Okawville, Illinois, who visited Ken-
tricky last week, wrote an account of
the trip for the. Okawville Times. An
extract follows:
Hopkinsville is a beautiful city, about
the size of Belleville, Ill., located on
gently undulating land with a promi-
nent elevation toward the East. The
streets are all macadamized with lime-
stone and present a beautiful white ap-
pearance. Many flue and substantial
business houses, churches, school houses
and residences are to be found.
The people are English speaking and
a large number of negroes live here.
The proverbial Southern hospitality is a
prominent feature.
But to return to Hotel Latham This
is an elegant place, built with a view of
attractiveness and convenience. Its
broad corriders and hallways are invit-
ing and the whole place has an air of
welcome about it. The clerk wears a
smile upon his pleasant face while Man-
ager Johnson, clad in his immaculate
linen, diepenses a cordial hospitality
not excelled anywhere. A cordon of
colored waiters in white aprons attend
to your wants in the dining-room, even
to the minutest detail. If you should
ever visit Hopkinsville visit this house
and you will never regret it.
MUCH DAMAGE DONE.
A Very Destructive Cloudburst Visited
Trenton Last Friday.
Parties in the city Saturday fri m
Treutou,Ky., report a destructive clone-
burst in that vicinity Friday says the
Clarksville Times.
It is 'mid that a considerable amount
of damage was; done to crepe and fences,
but so far as reported no lives were lost.
The rain came down in fearful tor-
rents and the deluge was accompanied
by a terribly grand electrical display
which caused considerable consterna-
tion.
The exact extent of the damage done
is not reported, but it must have been
very great if the reports are true.
Th.. Clarksville-Leaf Chronicle has
the following regarding the storm:
Reports from several sections of the
country tributary to this city to-day
state that the vicinities; of Trenton, ov-
er the Kentucky line, and the Hampton
Station and Port Royal neighborhoods,
and perhaps other localities, were yes-
ter(lay visited by a regular cloud-burst,
and that there was a great amount of
damage wrought to the growing crops,
especially to tobacco. Fences were abet)
washed away in many places, amid the
planters sustained much loss. There
was a good deal of wind sena lightning
accompanying the very heavy rainfall,
but no damege from electrical bolts
have been reported.
In Southern Kentucky, especially, it
is reported that outside of the damage
above mentioned that the prospect for a
fine tobacco crop in that section was
er better; that some of the forward
settings have begun to top.
MR. JOHN W. COOPER DEAD.
Telegram Received Announcing His
Death From An Accident.
Mr. John W. Cooper, formerly of this
city, and well aad favorably known to
convoyed to his relatives leen. by a tele-
gram received Sunday from Dr.
Cooper. The dispateh was sent from
Farmington, Ill., and merely stated
that Mr. Cooper had met with an acci-
dent that resulted fatally.
Immediately on the receipt of the ten
C00$ 10
(Imam Mr. A. M. Cooper, a brother of
I ,.
the deceased, lo ft for Farmington. No
word has yet been heard from hint re-
garding the cause of the death.
Mr. John C.o per was an excellent
gentleman. is home was in Elm-
wood, Ill., aieghe was in the insurance
business. HistWife amid two children
survive him.
Dr. Price's Cream baking Pow del
World's Vale highest Medal and Diplualil•
KILLED BY A MULE S KICK.
Jacob Milton Dies From I:nu:lee Sus-
tained.
Jacob Milton died Saturday from in-
juries received by being 'kicked by a
mule. During the Met part of last week
Miltem, who was a boy almut thirteen
years old, was ploughing on his father's
farm near Crofton. The trace holding
the. mule Ile was driving became undone
and he etarted to fix it. The mule.
kicked the boy in the stomach, knock-
ing him senseless. Several farm hands
picked hint up and carried him to the
house. Dr. S. H. Williams was sent
for and administered all aid possible to
relieve the young man's fearful suffer-
ing, but he was beyond the power or
human surgery. After living three days,
he died.
3 he Ills sof Wm-'n.
Constipation, causes more than hid
the ills of womee. Karla( Clover Roo
aea ic a pleasant curt' for Couetipat tee
Sold by R. C. Hurdwien.
r :NITE OY
is In-r. :e : of E h
„ gro.
t i., 1 . gm. n '
teat e Leta a et. Ley st toy .
S:ttur.lay ante oneoiel
Boyd, who is alout twelve years cla
and very delicate, was walking down
Main street. Coleman suddenly seized
hitn, pulled hint into a dark doorway
and kicked and cuffed hint until through
fright and pain, he was i.early
Coleman was arrested and this morn-
ing was tried before Judge. Hanbery.
A jury heard the evidence and fined the
negro $25 and costs. Theo only remain
he gave for his conduct was that he
thought Boyd wag somebody else.
oto-rItoot Tem.
Is a sure cure for lie-ache he and
nerveue disaess. Nothing relieves BO
quickly—Sold by IL C. Hardwick.
MR. P. C. SALLEE BADLY HURT.
He Was Thrown From His Buggy and
Dragged by a Frightened Horse.
Mr. P. C. Sallee, a promiuent South
Christian citizen, who is in the Mercan-
tile business at Oak Grove, was ladly
hurt at Clarksville Saturday afternoon
by being thrown from a buggy.
The horse. Ile was driving became
frightened and ran away. Mr. Sallee
was thrown to the ground wild dragged
a oonsideruble distance. His, head was
severely cut and his faee bruised. It is
feared that he received some internal
injuries.
-
fine fur St...darks.
As a remedy for all fennel of headache*
Elexerie Bitters has peeved to be the
vela best. It effects a permanent cures
aim the most dreaded habitual suck
headaches y .eld to its intim-nee.. We
tirge all win, are ante till to procure a
fettle., and give this remedy a fair trial.
In cams of habitual constipation Elec-
tric Bitters cures by giving the. needed
tone to the towels, a few cases long re-
sad thee use of this medicine. Try it
Ince. Only fifty cents at R. C. Hard-
wick's drug store.
LEFT ALL TO HIS WIFE.
The Will of the Late E. P. Campbell
Probated To-day.
The 1 and teatament of the
la Hon. Edwar . Campbell was pro-
bated last Monday i the County Court.
The paper is dated pril 13, 1S96, and
was witnessed by J. E, McPherson and
J. P. Braden.
To Mrs. Campbell is left the entire.
estate, real personal and mixed, and all
insurance policies.)
The testator states that he desires that
every honest debt be paid to the last
cent, and wishes that no money be use-
lessly expended in tfuneral expens-
es. It is directed that no in-
ventory or appretieement of the es-
tate ht. made, and appoints Mrs. ('amp-
bell as admiuistratrix without bond or
surety. He requests him wife to make
liberal provisions for his (taught( r.
Elizabeth G. Ciunpbell, and KOH, Flaviaa
Campbell, to protect them against future!
hardships, and that she make such pro-
visions for the other children as her
motherly affection may prompt.
laterth (arcit
health anal sweet breath secured, by
Shiloh's Catarrh Rentoely. Price 50
cents. Nasal Injector free. For sale
by R. C. Hardwick.—Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
CLOUD-BURST AT CROFTON.
Much Damage to Crops and Severcl
Horses Killed.
The news conies frenn Crofton that
serious damage was done Saturday itf-
terntem in that vicinity by a elond-burst
and electrical storm.
Between one and two o'clock the.
downpour was the heaviest that even
the oldest inhabitant ean remember.
All during the rain there were flashes
of lightning and heavy thunder.
The! damage done to crops is said to
be very severe, and fencing and small
bridges were washed away.
Several horses were killed icy light-
ning. Bud Glover and Will Armstrong,
well-known farmers, lost in this way
two valuable horses.
The storm lasted nearly one hour.
A Natural Reantiner.
Karbiat Clover Root Tea purifies the
Hood aid gives a clear and beautiful
omplexiou.—bold by R. C. Hardwick
FACTS ABOUT FOLKS.
Items and Incidents of Local
Interest.
SOME SHORT STORIES.
New,y Pa agraphs About People Won-
Known He.-e.
Rev. R. C. Ramsey, of Tennessee, is
in the city. Last Sunday began a
protracted meetiug near Bainbridge, un-
der a larg arbor erected near the resi-
de-act- of Jae. P. Harris. He is a Baptist.
—o—
Were it not for Ligeo Sebrecat magna-
nimity little Frankie Franks, who is
anything but frank, would have been
jerked hence long ago, says the Hawes-
ville Plaindealer. Sebree has always
counseled keeping him in the race, and
for this Selree hate the thanks of the
Democratic partz.
-
In commenting on the connection of
Mr. Frank Bell with the Nadiville Sun
the Bowling Green Times says: '-Here
is pleasant news of is wandering mem-
ber of the Kentucky press gang who
rumor said had gone to Cuba to fight
for the insurgents. We are glad to
le ant that Bell is not courting death in
the miasma of the island, but is court-
ing fame in the ranks of journalism,
which he is so ecrtain to attain."
To the great disappointment of the
Republican,: of this Congressional dis-
trict. Mr. Franke, their Congressional
nominee, Las alosolutely refused to
withdraw and step down for the benefit
of a be tter man, in consecinenee of
which tie- tenement of the G. O. P. are
simply r •stfallen, while the Democrats
.ire g.: g smoothly a long in t even
tem,: ti ir way, stiflese WI the
tub e. tee of ,• :u- y. wn . em nosy
te , !regime— %toe ieeed• 1 eau.
A
eor g1.1:
..> e :.0/111-
,atr r. Tatic lea J nage
.2olut of Appeals. Precinct mix tinge
will be hele. July 2a and county couveu-
tiobs on the 2ath, at which thee title-
gates wiel be selected to attend the dis-
Met convention.
—o—
Dr. Francis Rudd, front
has moved to Caseyville where. he will
roractice. medicine. This should be a
good location for hitu, as Ccuteyville has
had no resident physician since Dr.
Murray's illness.—Sturgis Ledger.
-
A Plesant Time.
On account of therein Saturday even-
iug die tire works display that Dr.
leacher had arratiged for the benefit of
the patients at the Asylum Mut to be
(Min-used with. There. was n dance for
time' patients from 4 to 6 o'dock, and
after that the attendants and other em-
ploye* had a dance which was greatly
enjeoyed Icy all present.
Ho Has Seen a Ghost.
A Todd county gentleman avers that
he has seen a ghost in Elkum, and all
the people are talkiteg about the appari-
tion. The. gentleman recites that as he
was returning home late at night he
saw plainly the misty body of a horse
with a man's cleat and headec veritable.
!spook Centaur. Centaurs were never
known to have flourished in Todd coun-
ty, but the gentleman mays he can not
be mistaken in the evidence of his eyes.
•
Dr. Bollat Peppermint Chill Tommie
(eines (-Mils and makes you well again.
It ride you of havIng them and builds
up your strength. It is pleas:tilt to take
aim gives you a warm. delightful feel-
ing till over, iustead of the miserable
shivering. It is good for the stomach,
ton, and im-mwrinint is the beat thing m
the world tor the. bowels. Avead bitter
quinine pills that may make you deaf,
and have always handy, in the house, a
bottle- of Dr. Bell's Peppernoat Chill
innate. It's guaranteed.
a—
A Succes
:fui
 concern.
We 
puldishto. ayliluarterl y
state-
ment nuele by the. Find National Bank
of Hopkinsville, Ky., at the close of
bueiness on June 30th, Pe46. An in-
election of the. statement will ;Mow this
bank to be doing an excellent business
mu spite of the fact that many business
concerns are cre ing out about "hard
times." While this is the last bank es-
tablished in Hopkinsville, it has receiv-
ed for ROMP time a large share of the
public patronage, because the people in
general have. a high opinion of the abili-
ty of Messrs. George C. and T. W.
Long, who have for years had the direc-
tion of the. affairs, and who havee proved
themselves tee be so worthy of this con-
fidence. Read the statement.
Capt. Sweeney U. if. As.
San Diego, Cal., says: Shiloh's Ca-
tarrh Remedy is the. first medicine I
have ever found that would do me any
good." Price 50c.—For sale by R. C.
Hardwick.
Don't Fail to Read it.
Elsewhere in this issue can be found
a quarterly statement of that well-
known and deseneelly popular fivanci. I
institution, the. City Bank, and a me at
excellent eaewing it is. Ever since this
bank first opened its books for business
it has done well. The. large tuuount of
the deposits shows how popular the con-
cern is, and testifies to the confidence
that the public has in the ability and
honesty of the. offiers of the concern.
No men in the city or comity stand
higher in the estimation of the whole.
people than do Mr. E. B. Long and Mr.
W. T. Tandy, who have charge of the
City Batik, 1111(iw who have managed its
affairs in such a manner as to make it
one of the. mood prosperous banks in
Kett ucky.
Summer eonglie, and some are colds.
Either hurt the lungs worw. in warm
weather than they do in cold. They
ale cured all the year round by the use
of Dr. B.-11's Pine-Ter-Honey. Get that
that branded "The E. E. Sutherland
Menivine Co., Paducah Ky.," or its not
t genuine.
The Planters Bank.
In compliance with the. order of the
Secretary of State the Planter's Bank,
that odd anti well-known financial con-
cern, made a quarterly statement of its
condition at the close of business on
Tuesday, J11110 30th, 1890, which state-
ment can be. found in to-dayst issue of
the. New ERA, and which busimse men
will take pleasure in reading, as it
shows that Lustiness has not been so
dull in Hopkinsville as mono. people are
inclined to believe. The Planter's Bank
huts always been under the direction of
Mr. Stephen Trice., than whom there is
not an abler fitianeler in Kentucky. In
the. management he has been assisted
by his son, Mr. John Trice, and Mr. J.
D. Rummell, both of whom enjoy to a
high degree the confidence of the public.
Find them statement and read it.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Awarded Gold MAY Midwinter Fab, San Franco."
DOINGS IN DETAIL.
The
THE DOCTORS ARE MAD' Mr. George Fred Williams', the pee irman who so ably represented a district
of ..Masaachmeetts in Congress a few
years ago, says that " the silver people in
the East have been silent and invisible
heretofore because they have had no
means of expresning their views, RP the -
County Court. local Democratic newspapers have been
closed to them. and the bocal partyleaci-
era are opposed to them, but they ea
now beginning to asaeit themselves aid
will force recognition hereafter." Ile
says that more than half the Democreta
in his State are for free coinage, nut
that they have heretofore been so seat-
! Witt be Tried for Violating an AWNS termed that they made a poor showing at
the recent State convention, but he
Work of the Chicago Warranted to Appear in the
Convention
ADJOURNS TILL FIVE.
Eery Happening of the Body Briefly Chron-
icled.
OTHER INTERESTING ITEMS
Convention Hall, Chicago, July 8.-
9 :45a. m.—It is said that the Committee
on Credentials will throw out gold dele-
gates from Nebraska and Michigan. Big
fight expected in convention to-day.
10 a. m.—The Chicago Tribune says
the gold men are expected to bolt and
take separate action at the coming elec-
tion. The paper also states that the two-
third rule is likely to be abrogated.
10:30 a. m.—Only about one-third of
the delegates have! arrived. Senator
White, of California, will permanently
preside over the convention. Weather
is clear and warm.
11 :001 a- m.—Twetay-four Tennessee
delegates have decided to vote for Bland.
Convention called to order at 10:51.
11 a. m.—Sub-Committee on Platform
has agreed on draft, which is now being
read to full committee.
11:0-1 a. m.—Chairman calls for report
of Committee on Credentials. No re-
sponse.. Convention awaiting report.
Committee called on to meet immediate-
ly in committee room.
11:15 a. m —Bland marching club just
entered hall. Crowd cheenng. Gov.
Hogg, of To tate. requested to addrees
the eonveet .
11:20 a. m.—Hogg takes platform
amid great cheers. Bands play • •Dixie."
Hogg advocates frieudalness of spirit
among delegates in convention hereaf-
ter.
11:25 a. m.—Hogg predicts success in
November if temporary work is har-
monious. He Kays people will not tol-
erate- the return of the Republican party
to power.
11:30 a. m.—Hogg denounces Repub-
lican platform as a maces of glittering
generalities to deceive the. public. He
says r rotection is only in tfavor of the'
wealthy and against far-mete and work-
ing men.
11:37 a.m.—Minority report being pre-
pared by some of Credential Committee-
protesting against uuseating Michigan
and Nebraska gold men. Hogg says a
Republican corruptim friend is bee g
formed to carry Maoist. Ohio and other
States.
11:45 a.m.—Hogg advocates free coin-
age of silver and denounces Republican
finance platform as interest of foreign
nations. Reads plank of tetra at Minne-
apolis favoring bimetallism, and says if
meant aeything it was geoid and silver
on equal terms.
11:52 a. ne—Hogg finished by tusking
that all sores be healed after the con•
vention mind party will march on to
victory. Cries for Hill, Altgeld and
Blackburn amid confusion.
11 :56 a. m —Money, of Illiasiesippi,
moves that Blackburn, of Kentucky be
requested to address the convention.
Cheering over entire hall. The motion
was carried unauimeuxly.
11:57—Blackburn takes platform and
begins address. Says majority of Amer-
ican people sr- suffering and look to
this convention to right its wrongs says
people will not longer submit to class
legislation. Cheering.
12 :05 p. re—Blackburn's speech turn-
ed many delegates to him. Believed by
friends that he can get that place. It is
said he has a combine for second place
with Stevenson amid Matthews.
Rhea has nominating speech ready.
4--
A LECAlft. FIGHT IS ON.
1:15 p. m.—Altgeld sponk-iag. Says
gold Democrats claim they love their
country and are still doing all th my can
for these English money ete n, intending
t ! make producers of this country mew 3
vassals. When Altgcld finished there
were cries for Tillman. He did not re-
spond. Cemmittees are not yet ready.
Williams, I assachusett s, requasteei
to address conveution. Says conven-
tion is in no wine sectional : New Eng-
land representediand has much at stake.
as South and West, and speaks for live,
million spindlers now silent.
1:20 p. m.--Committee on Ore ientials
reported. Report:- tegaimet gold dele-
gates from Michigan and Nebraiika.
1:25 p. In.—Committee asks further
time to consider individual ere dentists
of Michigan delegates, but asks tint the
Bryan delegates from Nebraska be
seated.
1 :29 p. m.—tereelential Committee's
report as to waiting delegates from Ne-
braska carried; munch (-nutmeg 11.
1:30 p. In—Rumen dement s roll call
committee on seating Bryan slid Ne-
braska delegates.
1 :32 p. nt—Roseell withdraws mo-
tion and report of committee stand,.
Committee has returned to consider
Michigan caste.
1 :35 p. ni--Bryan delegate* are taking
seats amid cheers. Much inu.eic. Dele-
gation is cooferring and frrternizing.
1:36 p. m—Tillinan again requested to
address COLIVellt 11 W. lime not yet re-
sponded to call.
1:39 p. ni—Conrention adj. turns to
five. o'clock in order to give CO1 runittees
State Law.
Nearly evert physician in the county
is as mad as the proverbial wet hen.
Papers have been served on them to
appear before Judge Breathitt next
Thursday morning to be tried for fail-
ure to complYwith an old State law re-
lating to the registering of deaths and
births.
The law *as passed in 1874 and
states that it Shall be the duty of all
physicians, surgeons and midwives to
keep a registry of all births and deaths
at which they have professionally at-
tended, showing, in cases of birth, the.
r•rrsc- ••••ar-r•••••+.
and maiden name of mother, and the
residence, sex and color of the child, to-
gether with its mune, if it shall receive
one, and whether it was born alive or
dead; and showing, in ease of death,
the time place and cause of death, the
name, age, stet, color and condition.
whether single, married or widowed,
name and surmame of parents, occupa-
tion, reeideucle and place of birth of the
deceased, etc., etc.
This law Dino provides that it shall be
the duty of physicians and others named
above to depisit in the County Clerk's
office in the clotinties which births and
deaths occur On or before the tenth day
of January in every year, thee said regis-
try, or a colpy thereof, embracing a
period of ouei year ending on the 81st
day of Decentber, preceding the Lme of
the- deposit.
The law hits never been generally ob-
served, if athell, in this county and the
physieians were greatly astonished
when visited by officers with summons
for their appearance Thursday. , They
are up in arras; and a legal fight will fol-
low. Weduiesday there will be a meet-
ting of all time physicians, irrespec five
ef schools ori systems, to consider what
is best to Lei done about the- matter.
Lawyers mirei now at work in their inter-
est.
The penalty as prescribed by the law
is a fine of fiom $5 to t.2,0 for each fail-
ure to comply with the provisions of the
law. The duly physician in the county
who has filed a report with the County
Clerk is Dr.iSeargent.
VERY [ENCOURAGING.
ReportslReceived From This
Tobacco District
BEST CROP IN YEARS.
Quality of the Weed Promises to be Superior
To Any Recent Productions.
Reports received from every section of
the Hopkineville tobacco growing die-
trice are- of a most encouraging nature,
tend show that the prospects are most
anspiciousl for one of the largest and
best czopagrowu in years is Southern
Kentueky, and that the quality of the-
weed peoraises to be much superior.to
that of recent productions. The hoary
rains of la*'., in many instances amount-
ing to floOds, have- in some localities
been very dissastreaut to the growing
crop, but damages have been repaired
and prospects were never lerighter. The
new warehouse lately erected hen. will
now aecommodate an annual business
of2.5,000hogaheade,and judging from the
increase in the volume of business be-
n* done in this market at present the
sales this eseation will fall little short of
20,000 hogaheads.
The reptirt of D. F. Smithson, inspec-
tor for the Hopkinsville market, for the
month ending July 1, shows the receipts
for the past month to be 3,265 letals., as
against 2,$10 for the same time last year.
Roceipts fnr the. year. 14,070 hhds,, as
against 9,155 last year. Sales for the
past month, 2,e5O hhds., as against 2,-
942 hhds. last year. Sales for the year,
s,599 hhds., an sweated 7.433 hhds. hue
year. Shipmedte for the past month.
2,936 Wide., as against 2.304 hhds last
year. Shipments for the year. 6,101
hhds., ate against 5.075 hhds. last year
Stock oti sale, 4,0446 ahda., as against
2,278 Mahe last year. Stock sold, 3,304
Wide., as: against 2.236 hhds last year
Stork on hand, /eta° hints., as against
5,505 hhde last year.
DROWNED IN ROCK CREEK.
Young Christian at iaister.Well•Kaown
Here, Loses His Life.
The remains of Elder Irwin Moore
pissed tarough the city Saturday night
en the way to Madisonville amid were
isterred !Sunday. Elder J. W. Hardy,
Pnwident, of South Kentucky College,
conducted the funeral services.
Eller Voore was associate principsJ
of the school at Lewisburg, Tennessee.
He. /oat his life by being drowned in
1
 
Reck erejek. A heavy rain had fallen,
-whaes raised the stream, and when he
attemptsiti to drive across his horse and
baggy were. washed down by the strong
current . The young man's Melees
body wae found several hones later
Sonic' (lista nee down the creek.
Elder ?Ater., was held in high esteem
by all -4-ho knew hint. His wife and
child (hid a few months ago. By his
Math tine entire family is obliterated
within less then-era- year.
LIP •••••••
HES HIP WA* DISLOCATED.
A Palxftal AccIdent That Ha
ppened CO
Hiss aryrtie Diuguid.
Miss ISyrtle Diuguid, a egandd
aught-
1 er of Pratt F. H. 
Renshaw, eel this city,
will be gontineel to her berieeseral 
weeks
as a reetat of an accident wheels 
happen
ed eine-room during the Meier
 part
of last Week.
She vies riding a horse in the 
meadow
beak (di her grandfather's home. 
The
animal tee-cone frightened at the 
bark-
ing of la dog and threw the 
girl vio-
toggle- te the ground. Hie hip wa
s dis-
lee:teed !by the fall.
A sturgeon was immediately 
summon-
ed and the dtelocatod member 
reduced.
Miss Deuguid is resting comfortabl
y.
 • 
time to report. Weak eve* are made. strong, dim
vjsieimm ip made enter, Ayes are reel 'loved
It Naves Lives Every u ay. and granulated lids or sort. ey
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Thousands of cases of Con mreptione kind may be sp
eedily and effeetc ally
bared evem.diay by
R. 0.
Asthma. Coughs, Colds and Croup are cured ley tilflee'HAP of 
Sutherland's Nagle
Shiloh's ture.--SoldiEye Salve. It's 
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thinks that they will control the perty
there hereafter.
STATE OP- OHIO, CITY Or TOLEDO.
Luese COUIETY.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that be
is the senior partner of the finn of F. J.
Cheney at Co., doing Vusinese in the
city of Toledo, county and State afore-
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of One Handred Dollars for earth
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the! use of Hall's Cetor-rh
Cure. FRANK J. edilLNIIY.
Sworn to before me stud subscribed is
my presence, this (kb day of December,
AD., tette.
A. W. GLESEAL (
Notary Pu10.i-. •
Hall's Catarrh Care is taken neer-
'
IIIIICOIIN 8 lbeen Of the
for testimonials. free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tokdoe0.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the beef.
The people of this country do not .
realize what the election of McKieley
would really mean. In the first place,
and above all, it would mean greatly
increased taxes for everyIxely—in the
raise of prices due to a high tariff. Tam
again it would mean Mark Hanna, a
protected manufacturer and the age nit
of the protected manufacturers in buy-
ing the office for McKinley, for Seere-
tary of the Treasury, How much
chance would the Government have
when the protected manufacturers came
to a protected manufacturer as Secre-
tary of the Treasury to construe law in
revert' to the articles that they import
and export? Uncle Sam's bank account
would not increase very rapidly, because
in construing the law for these men
Hanna would be rendering decisions for
his own factories and his own interests,
and under such circumstances it is not
at all likely that he would not be in- •
finenced to some extent by a desire to
promote his own intercede. Hardly a
day panes that some question greatly
effeetingthe interest of manufacturers
in some particular line does not come
before the Secretary of the Treasury for
his decision, and that being the case it
is easy to see why the manufacturers
should be so anxious to have one of
their own number in that L11014 impor-
tant office, and it will be seen why the
people should take every step possible
to prevent the carrying out of such a
scheme.
The Bradley wing of the Republican
p u-ty in Kentucky is in a very bat fix,
813 it is said that Mark Hanna has de-
termined to place the funds to be spent
in this State! in the hands of "original
McKinley men." The men who. were
for Bradley for the Presidential nomina-
tion will not, therefore, be allowed to
finger a tangle red cent of this corrup-
tion fund, amid this will have the effect
of making them very lukewarm in the
cause, as the average Kentucky Repub-
lican carts little for a campaign in
which lie cannot help to handle the
boodle. When it comes to placing
money where it ie needed Hanna is an
artist, en was shown by the manner in
which he purchased so many delega-
tions in the St. Louis conventi en. There
was never a Preisdential nomination be-
fore that was FO completely, so tmtirely
purchased as was the tionduaticai that
Hanna bought from the St. Louis con-
vention for McKinley. The dente were
not made threugh the. big leaders, but
were made directly between Hanna's
agents and tho small leaders—the coun-
ty and precinct leaden., which was just
as effectual or eveu more so than buying
the State bootees, as had usually been
done. By that method Hahne really
gained, as he made it cheaper by saving
the take-out that usually goes to the big
bosses, and in addition by going down
to the precinct and county bosses made
the nomination appear to the tininitiat-
ca to have come from the people, but
the fact of the business is that the amass-
es had no more to do with the Lamina-
non of McKinley than- they usually
have to do with the! nomination of
Presidential caudidates--and that is
nothing. To Hannat's departure from
the usual tactics is due almost entirely
to his success in securing the nomina-
tion for MeKinley. When the protect-
ed manufacturers go after anything they
usually get it if money can buy it, and
money can always buy a Presidential
nomination from the Republican party.
_ 
It is now being shown that there is
far less sectionalism in the financial
question than was popularly suppoeed a
few months ago. In the Republican
party, for instance, Miesouri was as
strong for the gold standard as was New
York, Pennsylvania and Minnesota, and
other states in the Miesissippi Valley
came out as strong as did Nlaasachu-
setts. Ohio wabbled considerably, but
so did New Hampshire.. The Rtpublie
cans in all sections stood for the single
gold standard. In the Democratic party
there is also about an equal absence of
sectionalism on the currency issue. It
is true that nearly all the conventions*
the Eastern slate:. declared for gold, and
in nearly all the Western and Southern
States they spoke for silver. A few
Western States. however, took the gold
side, while some silver delegates have
been chosen from Eastern States. The
distribution of the silver sentiment
among the Democrats; is more eeeeral
than is indicated by the way the State
conventions instructed. Ex-Repr •sen-
tative George Fred Williams, one of the
Massachusetts delegates to the Chicago
convention, is a silver man, and he -ayi
that more than half the. Democrats in
his State favor free coinage. There are
also large numberts of free. silver Demo-
crats scattered throughout Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania.
Rhode Island, Delaware, and Maryland,
all of ' which in State convention in-
structed for gold. In the Southern
States there will also be found many
gold Democrats. So it will be seen that
the question is not sectional, as both
sides find advocates in greater or leas
numbers in every p:u-t of the country,
and it is well for the nation that it is
not, for as Mr. Jefferson in le20 writing
in reference to the Missouri admission
controversy said: "a geographical line
coinciding with a marked principle,
n 'oral, political, 1111ce coma .iv eti and
held up to the angry passions of men,
will never be obliterated. and every new
irritation will make it deeper and
deeper." Yes, it is well that silver men
are found ill Massachusetts as w-ell as III
Mi•4•1.48ippi Texes. and gold men til
Georgia as well ae mmi Muine.
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THE PUBLIC FINANCES.
For one reason or another many con-
tradictory statements are made in regard
to the public finances. The statements
are frequently biased according to the
politics of the offieed furnishing them.
The most trustworthy man on the sub-
ject is Mr. Worthington C Ford. head
of the National Bureau of Statistics,
from whose reports much accurate in-
fortnetion can be obtained.
In the fiecal year before the late war
between the States broke out the net or-
dinary receipts of the Government
amounted to $56.54,6000, of which $53,-
147,512 came from customs duty, and
the remainder from the sale of public
net ordinaly expeuditures for the same
year amounted to $60,04541,755, of which
miscellaneous expenditures fanned the
largest part, the War Department min-
ing nest, the nary third, and pensions
lap{ of all, being allowed $1,100,NOS,
III imM, the last pear of the War, the
ealatailitures reaelted.the enormous mum
11,1117,704,100, of oliteh the army ab-
sorbed more than ii,otio,ono,isiti. The
axpeuttituree fell in littlti to $3143,964,731.
In lettli, when Mr. Cleveland began
his first term, the eetpanditares had been
reduced to to Vose840,607, while receipts
had grown tore/3,690,706. He went out
of ofliee in 1s89, and in that year the re-
ceipts were $387.060,050, and the expen-
ditures had increased to V240,995,131.
At this time the largest amount of ap-
propriations and expenditures were on
account of pensions and miscellaneous
items. The latter included public build-
ings. The miscellaneous expenditures
had been the largest since 1871. In 1ee10
the expenditures for pensions became
about equal to that for miscellaneous
objects. In leer; it had increased from
$15,606,650, which amounted in 1866 to
$80,289,309. It was the largest item of
appropriation, but it was nothing then
compared to what it was destined to be-
come, and ever since 1888 it has been
the largest Item of appropropriation. In
/890 the $100,000,000 mark was passed,
and in 1893, twenty-eight years after
the war ended, pensions cost the Gov-
ernment the enormous sum of $159,3.57.-
558. In 1895 they amounted to $141,
395,e29.
During Mr. Harrison's administration
the next ordinary expenditures increased
from $260,996,131, when Mr. Cleveland
went out ot office, to V36,213,562. In
the first year of Mr. Cleveland's second
administration they fell to $339,683,874,
and in the second year to $325,217,268,
showing a Democratic administration to
be cheaper for the country than a Re-
pt:Wean administration. They will be
Larger in the future on account of the
extravagance of the Fifty-fourth Con-
gress at its last session and the vast
amount it will spend when it convenes
next December to be in session until the
4th of next March.
In the mean tune the net ordinary
receipts, which are $403,090,983 in 1890,
fell to $297,722,019 in 1894. The year
before the McKinley tariff bill went
into effect the revenues amounted to
$292,612,447. The revenues of 1894
inclnied the last customs duties col-
lected under she act. During that time
the receipts from customs duties fell
from V19.512,255 to $131.818,530, so
that about the whole loss come from a
felling off of customs duties, which was
owing to the high rate of duty in the
McKinley law, which prevented impor-
*twee
Under the Wilson tariff law there has
been a alight recovery. In 1895 the
customs revenues increased about
900,000 and the total net revenues near-
ly $16,000,000. This year the revenues
collected under the existing law, the
Wilson law, will be about $70,000,000
greater than those settled under the
McKinley law in the last year of its
operation, and yet in the face of this
fact ,,,the Republicans talk of the Mc-
Kinley law as perfection and the WH-
OM law as being worthless. A high
tariff will not raise as much revenue for
the Government as will a low tariff, but
it gives the manufacturers more chance
to pet wealtby, because it shuts out
competition aryl allows the manatee-
le or to raise prices.
The average Republican politician is
a pretty smooth citizen, but the Penn-
sylvania Republican, who a few days
ago arranged with the Loss of a factory
to offer his three hundred employes
their week's wages in silver and then
arranged with the three hundred em-
ployes to refuse to take it and force the
bees to pay them in gold, so as to allow
him to have the incident for publication
and by that means turn voters against
silver, was a little smoother than usual,
and if he will just devote his entire fu-
ture to politics he will sonic day become
a 110003111 Mark Hanna. The Republi-
can Campaign Committee ought to at
once employ that fellow
-if it has not
already done so. As a matter of course
It made 1.0 ceffersnee to these workmen
whether they were paid in silver or gold
as the same amount of goods could be
purchased with either, but the smooth
politician hoped that thoughtless per-
sons seeing an account of the incident
might be thereby prejudiced moraines sil-
ver. Uncle Sainnel has not one single
dollar that will not buy as flinch goods
anywhere in the Uuited States as will
each and every other dollar he has.
In view of the present population of
Cuba and Weyler's reports of the con-
stant slaughters to his credit, the Cu-
bans, like the Tbeosophieti, must go
through the proems of re-incarnation
and again assume their place after cleat
In the army of liberty.
Republican newspapers are sneering
at the political stature of some of the
candidates for the Democratic Presiden-
tial nomination. It would be difficult
to pick a man smaller, mentally and
politically, for a high office than kc-
Klee?.
Rhodes et al have retired from the
South African Company. They have
served their country well and have
served themselves better, and they can
well afford to retire and spend the rest
of their days in peace.
Pfeffer has the desire natural to the
chronic officeholder to be reelected to the
Senate. Hence he wishes to prevent a
fusion between Democrats! and Populist*
in Kansas. Pfeffer is for free silver,
but first for Pfeffe-r.
Oxford has shown her appreciation of
true culture, learning and statesman-
ship in eonfeirring an honorary degree
on Mr Bayard. who is one of the moot
talented men this country has ever pro.
doeed.
•
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Even if Mr. McKinley should win on ;
the gold standard and protection Moles,
the Senate after March 4th, 1897, is cer-
tain to contain a free silver majority,
which would not allow any high tariff
law to be enacted unless McKinley
would agree to allow a free silver coin-
ego measure to first become a law.
which the protected manufacturers
Might finally order him to do so as to
enable them to place the tariff as high
as they desired. There are sixteen Re-
publican Senators whose terms expire
in 1901, aid were seventeen
before Mr. Pettigrew bolted;
twelve whose times expire in 1149,
including Mantle, of Montana;
and ten who go out next March, not
counting Teller and Dubois. Of the ten
,Republicans whose terms end with the
1Fifty-Fourth Congress, only six are
sure to have Republican successors.
They are Allison, of Iowa, already re-
elected; Cameron, of Pennsylvania:
Gallinger, of New Hampshire; Mitchell,
of Oregon, a Republican Legislature
having been chosen there in the June
election; Morrill, of Vermont, and
Platt, of Connecticut. Added to these
are Mr. Foraker, of Ohio, who will dis-
place Mr. Brice, and Mr. Wellington,
of Maryland, who is to take Gibeone
seat. That gives a total of thirty-six
votes, but includes Carter and Mantle,
of Montana, who have not bolted, but,
nevertheless, refused last winter to sup-
port a tariff measure without the coup-
ling on of a free silver amendment. So
the actual Republican strength will be
thirty-four to start with, which is eleven
short of a majority. There is little
chance to increase this number. The
successor of Dubois will be a silver
champion, and probably none other
than himself. So it will be readily
seen that in order to raise the tariff, Mc-
Kinley would have to agree to the pas-
•
If it is right for the Government to
pay a bounty to the millionaire sugar
planters, why doesn't it pas- a bounty
to the tobacco planters end the corn
planters and the wheat plantorat No
act over poser(' by an Anieriesii Coto
areas was noire unjust than the lawthat
gave the sugar planters a bounty, taken
from the pockets of the people of the
entire country. The Democrats by
menus of the Wilson tariff bill abolished
that iniquitous measure, but the Re-
publicans in their platform adopted at
St. Louis declare that they will re-enact
that law if they get into power again,
and that declaration alone ought to be
sufficient to put every fair-minded man
against the Republican party. That
declaration is made by the Republicans
for the purpose of securing, if possible,
the electoral vote of the State of Louisi-
ana at the November election, but it
will not do it. The Government has no
right on earth to take the money out of
the pockets of one chews of citizens and
give it to another class, and the fact
that the law has been declared to be
constitutional does not make it right by
any means.
The Southern Economist, a Populist
organ published at Searcy, Ark., says
that "if the Democrats in their National
platform declare for free coinage of sil-
ver it will be the worst day's work that
will have been done for free silver since
the Democrats closed the mints in 1873."
It is strange that tely man could be so
unfair as to talk in such a manner, and
it is hard to see what can be gained by
it, as there is no man who knows any-
thing at all who does not know that the
Democrats did not demonetize silver in
1873. There is not a schoolboy twelve
years of age who does not know that in
1873 the Democratic party had no voice
its the Government, that at that time.
some of the Southern States were not
even allowed representation in Congress
and that the Presidency and both
branches of Congress were in the hands
of the Republican party. The Populist
papers are, however, filled with such
statements as the one here mentioned.
The Republicans are great people for
claiming everything on earth. They
are now claiming that McKinley will
teeny Kentucky, Tennessee and Louisi-
ana at the November election. They
hope to buy the electoral vote of Louisi-
ana with their promise of a bounty to
the sugar planters of that State, but
they will be sadly disappointed, as the
people in that State who do not produce
sugar will not vote for a big increase of
taxes in the shape of a high tariff in or-
der that the handful of sugar planters
may get their pockets filled with the
money of the people of the entire coun-
try. This proposition to pay a sugar
bounty is too manifestly unfair to meet
ith the approval of the great masses of
e people.
, The men who insist upon the notniue-
Ouseu of McLean for the Presidency be.
he is rich are not friends to the
passocratic party. The Republicans are
depending upon "boodle" to carry their
man through, but the Democracy ex-
pects the support of the American peo-
ple because it is advocating principles
F
hich if carried out would benefit the
hole people.
Why should the United States go back
to a protective tariff now that the first-
class nations of Europe are taking steps
toward abolishing such a system? There
is not a -longer-headed" commercial
people on earth than the British, and
they found out years ago that the
protective policy was wrong, and they
dropped it.
If the expedition against the South
African Republic had proved successful
the Salisbury Government would have
tasen the credit for it, but as it was a
most inglorious failure, Chamberlain de-
clared it to have been simply a raid
Lade by individuals who in no way rep-
nted the British Government.
Harvard University has recently eon-
formed the degree of L. L. D. on General
Selson A. Miles, of the United States
Army. The sword and pen are receiv-ing about equal recognition at our lead-
ing universities, and General Miles has
elhown the world that he knows well
how to handle them beth.
By a failure to support the Democratic
Presidential ticket this year, the Popu-lists will show themselves to be enemies
to the silver cause. There is no reason
that they can possibly give that would
mctise them for failing to support the
Democratic nominee.
The leading Republicans of Kansas
declare that they prefer Bland Democ-
racy to McKinley Republicanism. Thus
they show most excellent indgment and
is high regard for principle* of sound
government.
The Populists must support the free
silver nominee of the Democratic party
for the Presidency, or forever cease to
pretend to be friendly to the white
metal.
A Great Book Free!
, When Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo,lg. Y., published the first edition of hisgreat work, The People'. CommonSense Medical Adviser, he announcedthat after 680,000 copies had been soldat the regular price, $1.50 per copy, theprofit on which would repay him forthe great amount of labor and moneyexpended in producing it, he would dis-tribute the next half million free. Asthe; number of copies has already been
°sold, he is now ge.ing away, absolutelyfree, 500,000 copies of this most com-plete, interesting and valuable commonsense medical work ever published-the
recipient only being required to mail tohim, at above address, twenty-one 121one-cent stamps to cover cost of mailingonly, and the book will be sent post-paid. It is a veritable medical library,complete in one volume. Contains 100epages, profusely illustrated. The free
edition is precisely the same as that told
at $1.50 except only that the books areimLstrong manilla paper covers instead
of cloth. Send now before all are given
HEARD BY A BIG CROWD
Candidates For Courtof Ap-
peals Speak.
COURT HOUSE FILLED.
An Epitome of the Addresses Delivered by
Judges Bishop and Yeaman.
Monday was quite a busy day, and
an unusually large crowd was in town.
The most exciting event of the day
was the discussion at the court-house in
the afternoon between Judge Bishop
and Mr. Yeaman, candidates. for the
Democratic nomination for Judge of the
Court of Appeals.
The debate was opened by Judge
Bishop to quite a respectable audience,
and the chief fault of his delivery was
that often his voice was not audible be-
yond the railing and those outside. the
bar could hear only portions of what he
said. The substance of his speech was
that he had been a prwtieing lawyer for
about thirty years, and a Circuit Judge
for about seventeen years in the First
district, and that he had learned law
chiefly as a judge, and in that Melts
peudeut and unbiessed capacity he
thought he had probably received a
fairer training and one which would
qualify better to sit upon the bench of
the highest tribunal of the State than if
he had for years been in the employ as
attorney of one of the great corporations
whose grasping usurpations upon the
- era Wt. people owl tfith"11 Cfle source
of such general and just complaint.
He argued that all the rights of the
people, and especially those funda-
mental rights guarded by the constitu•
tem, depended very nitich upon the C1111•
stritetion pieced upon the notate., law
by the Newt elf holt resort, and the pin,
pie ought hi Is, eisr, tal that they elisq
linen persons to this Abe: its were lii
touteli with their interests, Lid had tiot
been indoctrinated with tenchisigm and
ideas of that claim of people auct institu-
tions whose interests conflicted with
theme of the great body of the people.
He insisted that both of his competitors
were highly honorable and able attor-
neys, and naturally fair and just men,
but like the reed of us, they were ouly
men subject to the frailties common to
us all, and that as eachof thefn had been
for many years; the at ttorney for a large
rairoad company, one for the Illinois
Central and the other for the Louisville
and Nashville, they would naturally be
inclined to favor them, in cases where
their interests were involved. In this
respect he thought his position was bet-
ter than that of either of his competi-
tors. He then turned his attention to
the idea, which he said had been sug-
gested by the friends of Judge Yeaman,
to the effecr that Chrietian county ought
not to oppose Judge Yeaman because it
would endanger Dr. Clardy's position
with the people of Henderson county.
He did not think that it was fair there
to bringing Dr. Clanly into the race and
try to array the Doctor's friends against
him; that he was an especial friend of
Dr. Clardy, had known him all his life,
had served in the Confederate Army
with his brother, Flem Clardy. as gal-
lant a man as ever wore the gray, and
had earnestly and actively supported
Dr. Clardy for Governor, and that to-
day he moved with him and with the
great body of the Democratic party in
all essentials, on the tariff
and on the finance etnestiouti,
especially, believing in the free and un-
limited coinage of silver at the ratio of
16 to 1, and that consequently he was
exceedingly anxious that the Doctor
should be returned to Congress, and if
he thought that his seeking the votes of
the Democrats of Christian for this of-fice would injure Dr. Clardy, he would
get out of the county at once, and say
not a word to another voter on
the subject.
Mr. Yeaman, in answer to these posi-
tions, insisted that the result of Judge
Bishop's argument wouldbe that no one
else except old Circuit Judges should be
placed on the bench-that if a man's be-
ing an attorney simply for a corporation
disqualified him, his being an attorney
for merchants or farmers would dis-
qualify him when their interests were
Involved. He admitted that as an at-
torney he had been employed to attend
to their suits in Henderson-that his
employment was simply like that of
other clients-that he did their legal
work, and charged amid collected a fee
for it, just 55 in other cases, and that
was all of it. That he was not aud
never had been an officer or salaried
agent or employe of the company, or
had any interest whatever.n the com-
pany. That he did not have the same
view of the powers of the Supreme
Court to construe the constitution that
his competitor had. That the people in
their wisdom had lately selected a dele-
gated convention of their ablest and
wisest citizens, who met and after long
and careful deliberation framed and
adopted a new constitution, one cf the
chief necessities of which had been a
plain and unmistakable restraint upon
the powers of those grasping corpora-
tions of which the gentleman had
spoken so much. That he ardently sup-
ported that constitution and would hon-
estly try if elected to this high office to
carry it out, and believed he could do
it, and if he did not, as much MS he cov-
eted this high honor, he would not ac-
cept a commission if tendered him on a
silver waiter, nor would he resort to the
tricke of the demagogue and mere poli-tician to get it.
He thought the custom of both great
parties; to nominate candidates for judi-
cial office was not objectionable, and it
was really a great honor to be endowed
by your party for such a place; but pol-
itics no more than religion should not
be carried into such a p:ace, that if he
was elected, he wanted to be a judge
for all the people, of all parties, sects,
crudes and colors, and to know no U2:111
but only the cause under hearing.
Therefore an Judge Bishop had before
suggested, he had never thought proper
to discuss politics in this race-that in
fact he was not a politician, that be had
never made a politieal canvass or race
in his life, and was not up to the acts of
the business like Judge Bishop. But lie
had no concealments. and was perfectly
willing to express his opinions to far as
he had any on the subject.
He was a Democrat, had always sup-
ported that party, and expected to con-
tinue to do so-that be had always been
for a tariff for revenue only, and had
always thought that bath gold and sil-
ver should be used as the money of re-
demption by the Government, and if he
was Secretary of the Treasury he would
pay out silver to its creditors, whenever
he had it. But he said that he knew
very little about these intricate questions
and if asked to-day whether in his opin-
ion the Government could by itself
without an international agreement
maintain the parity of :gold: and silver
at 1 to 16 he wouldihave to confess that
he did not know.
However these were troubleons times
for the party, and nowdnore than ever
we should heed the motto of oar old
commonwealth and remember that crop
"United we stand: divided we fall" and Trash the leaden; of the party were now about Common to medium lugsto ensemble in Chicago, and we should
be prepared to surrender our individual
,
) 
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"A Eicycle Built for Two."
•
401
IlleAX
PLUG
Five cents' worth of
"BATTLE AX" will serve two
chewers just about as long as 5 cents'
worth of otticr Liana., will serve uric
man. This is because a 5 cent piece
of t"BATTLE AX" is almost as IIla e as the 10 cent piece of other
ade brands.
7-6.47r.iL.,AP=4":1-:: 14/777
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JOINED WEDNESDAY. TRADING ALLEY, VALE!
Mr. William Fowler and Miss
Ida Earle Married.
SOME SOCIAL EVENTS.
Brief Accones of a Variety of Local Matters
Of Interests.
Mr. William T. Fowler, of this city,
aud Miss Ida Earle, of Hopkins county,
were married Wednesday. The cere-
mony took place about eight o'clock at
the home of the bride's parents, near
Dawson, and was witnessed by only the
immediate families of the contracting
persons. Elder J. W. Hardy, President
of South Kentucky College, of this city,
officiated.
The bride is a danghter of Dr. and
Mrs. Benjamin P. Earle. She le highly
Police Ordered to Break i
Up.
CITY COUNCIL MEETS.
Very Little Work of Importance Was Trano
acted.
The regular monthly meeting of the
City. Council was held last night.
Mayor Frank Dabney and all the mem-
bers of the Board were present.
The usual accounts were allowed and
the reports of the City Clerk and Treas-
urer were received.
Lizzie Dixie, colored, who took care
of Charles Marmot°, the Italian who"
leg was cut off by a train several wee he
ago, was allowed $20.
North Clay street was ordered to beaccomplished and pretty, and one of the metalled, and eurbings were ordered tomost popular belles of Hopkins county. be placed on the East side of ClevelftedMr. Fowler is Master Commissioner of avenue. It was decided to cut downChristian county, a young lawyer of Main street from Seventh to Eighth,ability and fine promise. After a visit of, amid to fill in the street from •Eighth toa week or more to the fern30 " Parents Ninth.
at Macedonia, the couple will come tol An order was made for $6,500 fromthis city and begin housekeeping iii 
pretty snburbilu residence which Mr. l a si„king
a , the receipts of this year to be paid into
fund amid fit•t aside for theFowler recently purchased.
Hansom:, north of the city on the L. &
N., had two elopements this week. Jno.
Webb and Miss Minnie Rudd went to
Evansville and married, amid (ins Cates
and ?ilia» Minnie Fawcett ran away to
Shawnectown, Ill., and were joined in
wedlock.
-o-
Next Tuesday Prof. J. J. Glenn, the
talented senior editor of the Madison-
ville Hustler, and Mies Anna Fletcher,
a pretty young lady of Murfreesboro,
Thin., will be married at the home of
the bride. Prof. Glenn's many Hop•
kiusville friend' extend congratulations
in advance and wish for him a very
happy married life.
Strother Banks, Zr-, and Jack Look•
ett, two well-known society young men
of Heuderson, fought a ten-round midi
with two ounce gloves to a draw. The
contest was brought about by both be-
ing enamored of the same Young lady,
whose name was not learned. She has
failed to signify which of the two she
prefers, and the truce may be declared
off and another mill engaged ill. Young
Batiks is a nephew of Mrs. Elijah Se-
lene.
It is reported at Bowling Green that
Col. W. R. Vaughan has stated posi-
tively that he would be an independent
candidate for Congress. In fact, he
told a gentleman yesterday that he
would eumounce his candielney in a few
days.
MONTHLY STATEMENT ISSUED,
The Condition of the State Treasury at
the End of June.
The monthly statement of the condi-
tion of the State Treasury for June 30.
has been issued from the Auditor's Of-
fice, and is as follows:
In Sinkiug Fund 
In School Fund 
Total 
Deficit in Gen't. Expendi-
ture Fund 
Balance in Treasury ....
OutstandingWiu-rantsJune
30 
Increase of Outstanding
Warrants over May 30 .
$175,891 54
93,3e3 30
$269,271 84
67,445 82
$201,829 02
1,255,594 56
$30,740 25
It is expected that a much better con-
dition will be shown at the end of the
present mouth as bank taxes began com-
ing in the first of this month, and sher-
iffs have also begun to hand in sonic
revenue.
LOUISVILLE TOBACCO RARZET.
!Furnished by Glover & Durrett, Louis-
ville Tobacco Warehouse.
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,768 hheis. with re-
ceipts for the same period 4,025 Mids.
Saler; on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 94,191 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 89,937 hlidm.
We have had another week of large
receipts and heavy sales and another
week of low values; except for the better
grades of leaf, which have shown a lit-
tle more strength and activity. The sales
for the week embraved 939 hhds. of dark
tobacco.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for dark tobacco, lt5113
41 00 to $1 25
1 00 to 150
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 00 to 3 60
Cornniou leaf 
 
 2 50 to a 60
60 to 600
re 00 to 700
7 00 to 800
At the recent election in Canada the
people spoke against a protective tariff
to learn the attitude of the candidates system. The people of the United
than to make any demonstration either States will do likewise on the 3r4 day
RV. 101 next November.
• ..1 -e•-•ule
opinions if necessary and support thee Medium to good leafLeaf of extra leugthplatform and the nominees honestly amid i Wruppery styles  heartily as he expected to do.
This was the substance of the debate
which was listened to attentively by
the audience who seemed more anxious
aharraf Veer 515. cy der e
-
-,
 1-Yea,ebeneee. tia•seeeederele.""444111hira-
payment oLejleo Valley railroad bonds.
The time of 'the mouthly meeting was
changed from the first Tuesday night to
the last Tuesday night in each month.
This was done at the request of several
tobacco buyers, members of the Board,
who are kept buoy during the first part
of week.
About the most interesting matte r
that received attention was a motion to
to away with Trading Alley. The pe-
nce were instructed not to permit with-
in the city limits them:let-lion of crowds.
for the purpose of swapping horses.
The council peened an ordinance re-
quiring a new pavement to be placed in
(rola of C. K. Wyly's drug store; and
then adjourned.
What Ellen N. Earned.
A comparutive statement of the grope
earnings of the Louisville & Nathville
Railroad Company shows that for the.
fourth week of June 1896, the. receipts
we-re: freight, $342,200; passenger, 4116.•
090 ; mimeellatieotut, $89,850; making a
total of $498,240, which wits a decrease
f $5,725 from eerresisinding period of
1803, but an increase of 00,976 over
1894, and a decrease of tob0503 from 1894,
and a decrease e39,421 from 1e92.
For the entire month of June 1596 the
grams earnings were; freight, $1,132,-
025; passenger, V177,340; iniseellaneous,
$127,000; making a total of $1,636,365,
which was an increase of $89,049 over
June 18115, and an increase of $:11,556
over June 1894, but a decrease of $77.-
478 from June 1893, amid a decrease of
e79,831 from June 1892.
For the twelve months ending June.
:l0 1896. the gross earnings of the L. &
N. Railroad Company were: freight,
414,319,096; passenger, $4,665,648; mis-
cellaneous, $i,39-1,044; making a total of
$20,373,677.00, which was an increase of
41,102,694 over the correspoudnig period
of 1894-95, and an increase of $1,404,350
over 1893-94, but a decrease of $1,024,952
from 1892-93, amid a decrease of $857,0e4
from 1891-92.
ELECTRICAL STORM AT ELMO.
Much Damage to Crops. and Mules and
tlog• Killed.
A storm at Elino in the Southeastern
part of Christian county did deadly
work. Mn, Ross Rogere formerly of
Hopkinsville, was one of the farmers
damaged. The Chronicle gives this re-
port of the storm : Griot Jones, a farmer,
had six head of hogs killed. His little
son received a bad shock from the same
bolt which struck the home, but has re-
covered from the effect. On Friday,
while one of the mules of another
farmer, Roes Rogers, was quietly graz-
ing in a pasture', the animal was struck
by an electric current and killed. The
elements were full of electricity in the
Elmo neighborhood on the two above
mentioned days, causing considerable
alarm, but no logs of human life is re-
ported.
BRAME AFTER THE LAW BREAKERS.
Finds Evidence Against Other Whisky
Sellers
-The marshal.
Officer till Brame, of this county, is
still doing important detective work at
Murray.
Besides the "blind tiger' proprietors
already mentioned by the NEW Kee, he
has found evidence against half a dozen
more, all of whom are under bond. One
fellow, named Daniel, was arrested but
skipped mat when he was recognized
for his appearance at aim examining
trial.
The biggest sensation that has yet
occurred over the arrest of R. H. Smith.
the City Marshal, is ho has been in re -
hoot with the "tigers." Smith has con-
fessed to one case of whisky selling and
three cases of gambling. He has re-
. figned his eilice.j
.
e
LATEST BULLETINS.
Stirring Scenes at the Chi-
cago Convention.
SHOUTS AND HISSES
A Detailed Account of What is Taking Place
This Afternoon.
ft.PECIAL TO NEW ERA
Chicago, July 9 7 he Democoutic
National Convention after a recess of
several hours was called to order prompt-
ly at 5 o'clock yeeterday afternoon, and
a short while thereafter the Committee
on Credentials tiled into the hall and
niude its report The tenoiorary organ-
isation was found to be ebrreet, with
the exception of Nebraska and Michi-
gan.
In the case of the Nebraska delega-
tion the Committee report unseated the
geld delegates and put in the silver del-
gutiou headed by Win. J. Bryan, the
talented young Nebraskan. who is a
candidate, for the Presidential nominte
tion.
In the Michigan case four gold dele-
gates from the Fourth amid Ninth dis-
tinct. -melee priers.% the ac-at., as the Comm:-
trees were nneeated amid four silver
mittee on Creslentiube after spending
several hours in consideration of the
matter, derided that there wen. irregu-
liwitiem connected with the four gold
Men.
Those ultimate« gut vu' tilt% NOV it, Well
eon, of the twasity•eight vulva of
Michigan, unit Moo gave them two-
t It irels of the delegates in tho eon ,
to make the plat-
form and immune the ticket.
The fight over the adoption of the
report unseating the four Michigan men
was a very lengthy one, but the report
was adopted by a yr te of 558 to 368.
Senator White, of California, was
made permaueht chairman of the con-
centime and at 9:38 o'clock the conven-
tion adjourned until 10 o'clock this
morning.
The following dispatches show what
has been done to-day:
10:45 a. m.-Delegates coining in
slowly, some time yet before convention
comes to order. Prominent men cheer-
ed as they enter.
10 :47--Committee on Platform has
added a plank fuvoring religious and
civil liberty, condemning the A. P. A.
10:51-Convention called to order ,but
only part of delegates in their seats.
10:57-Claimed that John R. McLean
will receive 60 votes on the first ballot.
11:00-Senator Jones, of Arkansas.
presents a report of Committee on Plat-
form, which is aLout as stated in news-
papers. Plat form short.
11:08-Minority report of Committee
on Remeohations will be presented by Sen-
ntor Hill, and it contains a strong in-
dorsement of the administration of Pres-
ident Cleveland.
11 :22-Senator Jones, of Arkansas.
announces that each side will be given
an hoar and twenty minutes to debate
on platform.
11:23-Clerk is reading mitority re-
port, and when he concludes Senator
Hill will speak on it.
II :25-minority retort favors the
keeping of all money on a rarity scith
gold, a /deb it says, can only be done by
means of the single gold standard.
Cheers.
11:26-Plank indorses present admin-
istratiou-londly cheered. Delay caws
ed by cheering. Chairman rapping
loudly for order, but can not be heard
on account of elm rs from gallery amid
from gold delegations.
11:29-Tillman, of South Carolina,
offering amendment, and is to speak fif-
teen minutes-cheers and hiss. s.
11 :33-Tillman speaking in favor of the
majority report. He has been giveti
fifty minutes in which to speak--cheer-
ed and hissed in turn. Refers to news-
papers speaking of him as the pitchfork
politiciau.
11 :37-Sena tor Vitas, of lilichigen
will speak for the minority report.
11 :41-Tillman says Southern Demo-
crats have been hewers of wood and
drawers of water for Nu' York, Ne.v
Jersey and Connecticut long enough.
11:42-Tillman in referring to seces-
sion says the people of the South will
now free the "white slaves" from the
rule of the men who freed the black
ones.
11:50-Tillman asks if New York and
Pennsylvania got their present enor
mons wealth by- honesty. Cridddiftf "No!"
"No !" "Yes!" according to the section
from which the delegates; came. He says
that New York and Pennsylvania have-
increased in wealth more rapidly than
twenty-five Western and Southern
States combined, because the currency
is regulated by Wall street, directed
from Lombard street in London. Cheers.
11 :50-Cries of time on Tillman, who
replies that hissing does not alter the
truth of what pie is saying, and that he-
can not be scared off.
12 M.-Cries of "Herr Most" come-
from the (laughter and hisses). Again
refers to lying newspapers. Cries for
"Hill!" "Hill!" from the galleries.
Chairnian wrapping for order.
12:02 p. says he will hay.,
IIMOTHERS
FRIEN
7:. / Shortens labor, lessens pain,diminishes danger to life ofboth mother and child and leaves her In condi-tion more favorable to speedy recovery
"Stronger after than before confinement-says a prominent midwife. is the beat remedy
FOR RISING BREAST
Known and worth the price for that alone.Endorsed and recommended by midwives awltill Wk..; Who hat.' II tql it.Beware of suinstitutes and Imitations.
Makes Child-Birth Easy.
S"riv by Express or witil on reeelot of price.$1.90 per letelle Book " NIOTHEIRA-oisliod live r ',hinting voluntary testimonials.
MDT: -_D !TIN ATIANTA.
.10 74.9/0011411.
trilase sasalc ciaralo--nee.
ave Money
1)rr-p in to !Iry ,trirc and I wiii Fare you money in
Fancy and Staple Dress Goods,Says that to Dress Trimmings, Wash Dress Goode,endorse Cleveland is for the delegates in Men's Furnishing Goods,the convention to write themselves down 
Ladies' Underwear,as asses and liars.
12 :50-Tillman's speech filled with
"roasts" for Cleveland and the present
administration. Says Cleveland is um.-
Democrutic and tyranicalS and closes by
saying that the issuing of bonds in time
of peece is just cause for impeachment.
Much applause and many
1:55. Hill take* stand amid pro-
longed applause. Given three cheers
Necessary for seargent-atanee to re-
store order. Hill goys if he is to follow
South Carolina he would say he is a
Democrat, but not a mugwump. Says
it is not a question of patriotism, but
business, finance amid economy. Says
conveeteon should have declared in
favor of internutional binietalisin. He
speaks against plank relating to income
tax amid issues of bonds.
1 :50-Seenutor Vilas has taken the
stands. Stints to speak in favor of the
minority report but is interrupted Ly
cheers.
NEW }floes SCHOOL TEACHER.
Mr. John B. Atkinson Elected by the
Board.
The election hue-Id by the Board of
Truesteee for the purpose of selecting a
teacher for the high school department
of the. Hopkiniev dee Public Shoots re-
sulted in the election of Mr. John B.
Atkiiireiti, There WPM 110111'ly it
/oldie/Mei for the position.
Th,, newly elected toileher is a young
nein mid a remit graduate of the Sleuth
Weeterti tersiihytorirti Cuivenlity at
Clarksville. Ho is said to be finely Wu-
catod.
Hie is a brother-in-law of Mr. W. H.
Faxon.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which ranee' before peeper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is eomfort ip
the knowledge, that too many forms o.
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a conetipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
removes That is why it ix the oniy
remedy with millions of families. and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it it, the
one eernedy wleeh promotes iaternal
cleanliness without debilitating Use
organs on whish it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you hare time genuine arti-
cle. which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and bold by
all re•mmtable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of gr ad health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted ssili any actual disease, one
may be cam mended to the most
phyiecians. but If in in-eel of a laxative.
one should have the best, and with the
weleinformed everywhere. Syrup of
Figs stands highest and a meet largely
used amid givesinoco ireneral satisfaction.
Wanted-An Idea
 5 -
his say if he has to stand here until sun-
down.
12 :03 - Convention proceedings are
now mit a standstill on account of noise
fnmi galleries trying to stop Tilluutu
from speaking further.
12:04-Titillate reentnes.
Who can think
of sorrk, simple
tbil.g to patent}Protect your Wows, they may tying wealth.Write JOHN VrkIlDEMLURN k , Patcnt •ttornays, Wastangton. f,r their 51.1111, prise afarSad list of two buadrau LlYoutiou• wanUkt.
rim York Agency
Wanted,
by able business man s it h lark.tine, and highest referenee, to act sa man.
agar. 110 er, repreitentts•the manufacturer, Mouth or Wied. Mod-
erate c pens/filial Cor-relattlitenee solicited. Add rel..,
K.0.11., care I'. el. Hex New York.
VIRCINIA CC LLECE.
For NI i LAN K& Itoeitioke. Va.
open.' Sept. 19, 0451, fine of the leatiltig
•achirols for Young laullex lit the mouthMagnificent buildings. nil imu' .0,' ru I uui pros
»tent... Utimpu. ten acres. dirnIu,l 1110U11-1/iir) .e.-rwry In Vrilley of f Afor ht•iiith. European and American tem.-h-
ers. Full course. muperlor MI% Itfltageei in
Art mid Mud,-. Ntudenta fr 
 twenty
steles. For entahrguen nthlrese the Presi-lent.
ATTI E 11.501115. Itonn,,ke. Vo
Not one part but every
. part of HIRES Rootbeer
tends toward making it
the perfect temperance
and healthgiving drink.
ate aaly kr Th. "hark.. • II Ina Ihltrabelhaara
• Cie. paelag• gu.eas. 11•••••••rywhere.
PARKER'S CINCER TONIC
ass.. Lang Troubles, Dtdanty, leareering evarartt and
and ns noted rut rusting -urre Yarn sil oderIn-4MM calla tarn ntr and rhoa.id ha v. a.
HAIR BALSAM
PARKER'S
flesaisee aud bewailed th• holt
• luxurtant growth
Never nos to garters Ci
Itriir to its Youthful Color.
Cured aralp divhaara a hair Sae.es_,
and a. at Druggue• 
HINDERCOR NS ph.,17 sun Caw re.
Gana taase se pan- Main erallung sees). lea. at DM:VW
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Lace Curtaic s,
Parasols, Carpets, Mattings,
Linoleums, Oil Croths,
and Foot Mats,
and every line of goods tu be hid in a tirbt-cl,trs dry goo la
ertab'iihment ern be fouLd at lowcbt prices at
T. M. JONES'.
Will c;ose out at WHOLESALE COST all mybpriffir 411(1 rummer wool Dress uetnia. all my tellirrit airta
trili my Ladies' M:Serg and Chi!dren'a Sh es and
SiipperS. This June lthh, 1S96.
EVERY CIRCUMSTANCE
IN LIFE,
Either Favorable cr Otherwise,Is Capable of Being Turned to fiood Account.
Ladies' Tan Oxfords 39c.
Ladies' Tan Oxfords 49c,
Ladies' Tan Oxfords 89c.
Ladies' Opera Slippers nc.
adies' Opera Slippers 45c,
Ladies' Pat, Vamp Sandals 53c,Ladies' Oxford Ties (blk) 35c.Men's Base Ball Shoes 50.
Men's Rubber Tennis Shoes 35c.
Come at once
if you want
cheap mattings. 11 KUGLER. Proprietor.
SPECIAL...
 LF,
Aar ails. aft •
GOOD MATTING Vie 4 The rsPECIAL PRICES
k The Big .
ackct cost summerpp Some way below6
goods! Why?
8',c R
12IscI 61
ij Because we
Department Store, bauzht too
BethelyistO
 Kcoliege
HOME SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES!
Reorganized. Ten able and experienced teachers. Thorough courses in An-cient and:Modern Languages. English. Mathematics, Music, Art and Elocution.Building renovated; Furniture New; Electric Lights. Forty-third ilreallin opensSEPTEMBER 20, 1891'. For Catalmegue, address
EDMUND HARRISON, President.
.N.4T G./11THER, J .4S. Ff' E81.
GAITHER & WEST
ConiNiell
1=XOPICIINTS-r7-21...,7-= =2".
INE TAILORING
Spring and Summer
Goods Received.
Good ?mils and honcht made clothidg at prices to harmon-
ze with the time..
F`. Pr o o
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. A G LANGIIAM
YAL
Inunlanc, Cunpany f «I
(INOORPoRATED
B1R8EE AND CASTLEM AN,
ACIVAGER1:1 I THERN DLAffiTig.N7
COLUAIBI.71 BUILDIFG. LOUISVILLE, ICI
; GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
Do You Want to
BE A GENTLE VI AN?
Even if you havn't the inside polish
Clark can put the outward sign& on
you for a small amount. Just bring
the man along amid after
CLARK
makes him a fine snit of clothing he
will have the appearance of a cultured
geutlemrn and show he has good settee
anyhow. His fine clay serge suite,
crash and light cheviots are the acme
of perfection when fitted by him.
IllgteVa")•/5-"Pr-'411A1"4"- P''''' ltde%--,ItOserteee- seseeteref-eoe. seseedee 
rAGG & RICHARDS,
Builders' Supplies. Plaining Mill.
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!be South &Mese Labor Market.
I believe, as with fighting peoples of
India, so with the Zulu and the Mats-
bole, military service will eventually
wove an excellent means of eliciting
the loyalty and utilizing the pugnacity
of the nation. All over South Africa the
great social and economical difficulty of
the day is the state of the labor market
Inefficient according to our standard,
though Kaffir labor may be for the put'-
poses of mining as well as farming, it
is absolutely indispensable. White men
may be overseers and managers, but the
pick and shovel work is. and must be
far some time, in the hands of natives.
Whatever may be the rase in America,
It is certain that in South Africa black
and white wotikl not come together in
a idngle shift or a single gang on the
same level. Whether in the future em-
ployers will not be forced to import
hands, not exactly of the clam called
"mean white," but from the same cowl-
thee as now supply the American mines
with labor, remains to be seen.
The scarcity of Kaffirs is a serious fact
In the industrial world of Afrikander-
dom. It does not spring, as I have stated,
from any shrinkage of population, for,
on the contrary, there is an increase,
but it is to be accounted for by the in.
grained distaste for manual exertion
Mcp makes the Wale Kaffir in his ownsend his women to work in the
fielda while he sits in his glory at his
hait's door. Everywhere they have made
money and bought cattle, and, accord-
ing to Kaffir custom, each son of the
house has the right to put his spoon into
the common bowl and the common stew,
so that the young "bucks" are not forced
to work from any fear of starving.-
Fortnightly Review.
Pawl Potter.
These boys who draw on slate* and
whose time and thoughts are constantly
ranning to pictures sometimes turn out
to be great artists and leave splendid
names behind them. In the great picture
gallery at The Hague, which is at once
the pride and joy of all true Dutchmen,
hangs, among other masterpieces, the
meet famous animal picture in all the
world. It is called "The Bull." It was
painted by a very young man, whose
name was Paul Potter, and who was
en V 22 when he signed this canvas.
There are few paintings better known,
and it is acknowledged by art critics to
be the most complete work that any cat-
tle painter has ever done.
Though this Dutchman died at the
age of 29, he left behind him 140 pic-
tures that were all out of the ordinary,
while some of them were painted before
he was 16. He made, when he was 18,
a wonderful etching that attracted at-
tention in the old town of Delft, and an
artist in those days had to do excellent
work to secure notice at all. Potter's
work' are greatly prized and are found
In the principal galleries of the world.
You may see them in the National gal-
lery in London; the Berlin, Dresden and
Vienna museums; the Hermitage in St-
Petersburg, the Louvre in Paris, and all
the art institutions of the artist's nattve
land. -Arthur Hoeber in St. Nicholas.
Whore the Beaver Dived.
Forest and Stream prints from a pho-
tadraph a wood scene that should bring
a faraway look into the beaver trapper's
area the moment be sees, ihere are
fallen logs, in a teaigle litish trees
denuded of leaves mostly, and down a
slight incline, surrounded by the brash,
Is a pool. Ripples of water are waggling
the shadows of the trees, which were
calmed by a beaver that had just dived,
alarmed by the approach of E. Hofer,
who-took the photograph.
No picture is so suggestive to a sports-
man as one which shows where game
has been. Sportsmen's papers print pho-
tographs of the tracks of deers, bears
and other game, and these are more sug-
gestive than a view of the game itself.
A fox's track, leading away across the
mow covered fields, or the ripple where
a fish has slapped the water's surface
axe full of life to a sportsman. There is
*chalice with such evidence before him
of exercising his craft and skill.
It is related of an amateur photog-
rapher of field scenes that one day he
tried to catch a running gray squirrel
with his little miners. When the nega-
tive was developed, he found that he had
a picture of the animal's tail slate, but
because of the very hicompletenese of
the soeue he velum that picture above
any six in his oolleetion.
• Grate Bleeder.
German geptleman one day received
a telegram front the proprietor of a hotel
In the south of France informing him
of the death of his aunt, and asking for
particulars as to the disposal of the
body. The gentleman begged that the
body might be sent to Cologne, and, aft-
es telegraphing to the deceased's rela-
tions to assemble in that city, traveled
thither himself. In due time the coffin
arrived On being opened it was found
to contain the body, not of an aunt, but
of a Russian general in full uniform.
Further telegrams elicited the informa-
tion that the coffin containing the body
of the deceased lady had been forwarded
in error to the relatives of the Russian
general at St. Petersburg. Urgent tele-
grams were dispatched to St. Petersburg,
and after three days of anxious waiting
this answer was received: "Your aunt
has been interred with full military
honors. "-London Tit-Bits.
Itiesparttated.
"Heavens!" shrieked he, "what in
Say anger bevel done?"
He reeled.
"I have been tearing my hair," he
PAPed-
One glance 4nto the mirror was
enough to tell him that he could no
longer be coniidi,red a piano virtuoso of
the first clus,-Pielc Me Up.
Vnappeciatl••.
Tommy-Paw, what is a designing
Mr. Figg-Oh, the description would
apply to OD3 of tinsie poster artiste about
as well as anything.-bdianapolis
Journal...1p_
 -
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3 Spools ofSAM FRANKEL'Clark's 0. N.T.Spool Cotton10c
SEMI-ANNUAL
$1
NO. 2.
 4-4
"KOSMO"
CORSETS
To- Close. worth 7g...
STOCK TAKING SALE!
Commences--SATURDAY, JULY 11,-- For 20 Days Only.
After a Very Successful Spring Trade Preparatory to Taking Stock we are Ready to Divide our profits
With our Patrons and Friends to Whom we owe This.
READ THESE BARGAINS BUY THESE
The Only Money Saving Sale of the Season. Don't Miss it.
S. C. Corsets worth 75c, $1, 7
$1 25 for -
Here's Where Vi2 Scalier th ProNs.
Warners Health Corsets a,for - - n UORIE
Dress Goods.
40 inch Albatross Cloths, pink, light blue, navy
blue and heliotrope -, worth 60c.
/0c 24 inch Nunsveiling, red, pink, light blue and
cream, worth 25c a yard.
S2 98 $6 00 novelty suiting, 8 yard patterns.
11 98 $4 00 novelty suitings, 8 yard patterns.
Silks. Silks.
$1 19 8 patterns Kai-Kai Wash Silks, for waists 5 yds
to the pattern.
29c a yard for 22 inch Imported India Silks, black and
navy blue grounds, neat Dresden patterns.
11 19 8 patters Swivel dimitys, 27 inches wide, 41
yards to waist pattern.
24 inch wide Heavy China Silks, solid colors,
worth 50c yard.
19c 24 inch wide Plain French Flannels, worth 50o
yard.
35c 42 inch wide Wool and Silk Plaids, worth 60o
yard.
150 36 inch wide Wool Filling English Henrietta
worth 25c.
274c 40 inch wide "all wool" Henrietta and Surges in
light and dark colors only, worth 40c.
72c 64 inch French "Twill Black- Broad (,'loth, worth
$1 25.
75c 50 inch Imported Figured Brilliantines and Coat
Serges, black and blue, worth $1 to $1 25 yard. '
8c 36 inch Wool finish Twill Plaids worth 12f and 15c.
$1 98 2 patterns (only) Wool and Silk figured French
Challies, worth $1.
Scmmer Press Goods.
Ducks, Satines and tiinghams.
Road These Prices and Compare With Other so called
Bargains.
8c 20 pieces Princess Dress Dick, white, with figures
and stripes, worth 124c.
9c Navy blue, black, tan, and wine solid color Duck,
worth 12e.
/00 Solid color Satines, pink, light blue, cream, wine
tan, brown and mode colors only.
Or
. . . . REMNANTS . . . .
WOOL: DRESS : GOODS,
2 to 6 Yard 1,Pngthi,
T---
HAI,F PRICE.
81c Linen color Dimity cords and stripes, worth 12f*
7-ic Fancy colored Crepon, worth 12fc.
124c Dotted Swiss Mulls in pink, Dile green and yel-
low, with dot and cord, worth 25c.
80 Linen Batistes, worth 12f.
12c Linen Batistes, worth 15c.
66 Linen Batistes, worth 20c.
5c Fancy Wernorville Batistes in figures and stripes.
worth 10c.
/0c Dotted Swiss Mulls, black, helibtrape and red,with
woaven dots, worth 200 a yard.
124c 10 pieces real French Ginghams, 34 inches wide,
worth 300 yard.
yard for 25 pieces Scotch Lawns, fast colors, worth
8c yard.
yard for 25 pieces Figured Lawns -worth he yard.
8c yard for 10 pieces Johnson's Zephyr Gingham?,
worth 12f c yard.
Jo yard for 25 pieces Amoskeag Apron Check Ging-
hams, worth 6fc.
SEE OUR
Lace Curtain Bargains!
...ants and Manufactu rers' Samples.
VERY CHEAP
Thompson's Glove Fitting 7ScC. B. La Sprite Corsets
All Make Belivr; Bargain Sales of Clothing Kmiec] Silly by
OUR HALF-PRICE SALE.
Fine High Art Clothing at Half Price
$20 Fine Imported Suits, Frocks
and Sacks at $10.
$18 JO Fine Nobby Round and
Square Cut Suits, at $9 25
$16 JO Tailor made Silk Lined
Suits, at $8 '25.
$14 Nobby Clays and Pin Checks,
at $7.
$12 JO Imported Scotch Weaves,
at $6 25.
$10 Elegant Fine All Wool Suits
at $5.
$7 50 Cassimere and Black and
Blue Cheviot Suit at $3 75.
16 JO Pants at $3 '25.
8.7 Pants at $2 50.
454 Pants at $2.
*3 50 Pants at $1 75.
*2 50 Pants at $1 25.
Boys' Suits, Young lien's Suits, Children's Knee Pants
Suits at HALF PRICE.
FOR 20 DAYS ONLY.
Ccots finish:1u goods aild flats
At New York Cost.
Shirts. Shirts, Shirts. Shirts.
39c Buys our regular 50c Unlaundered Shirts, reinforced back and front and con-
tinuous facings, 2100 linen bosom, "Iron Clad- Muslin body.
.480 Buys our regular 68o Unlaundered Shirt, open back and front, 'continuous
facings. Equal to any 75e shirt in the city.
890 Buys our FINEST LAUNDERED DRESS SHIRT, usually sold at $1 25.
980 Buys our Custom made Full Dress Shirt, usually Bold at $1 50.
68c Buys our "Acorn" Brand Laundried Shirt, sold formerly at, 75c. A leader
worth $1.
Ntrcir Map! %hula: Chlp! nimar Chi!
19c for men's 25c Undershirt,
Drawers to match.
23c for men's 35c Undershirt,
Drawers t,o match.
43c for men's 50c Balbriggan Un-
dershirts, Drawers to match.
48c for nien's 75c Colored Balbrig-
gan Tndershirts, Drawers to
match.
(').;c for men's 40c Bleach and
Brown Drill Drawers.
39c for men's 50c Bleach Drilling
Drawers.
.:5.8c for men's 65c Bleach Drilling
Drawers.
Gje for merns'.. $1 Scrivens Elastic
Drawers.
Hats! 1-2 PRICE Hats!
Les by 25 per cent
Than COST.
WE MUST CLOSE THEM OUT TO ''IAKE ROOM FOR
NEW FALL ,GOODS.
S. C. Nursing Corsets 75c
for •
Notions, No:iery, Ladim furnishings,
10 for 3 Balls Clark's 0. ,y. T. Crocket
Cotton-
4c bunch for white and colored Finishing Braids. Oth-
ers at 7c and 100, worth 100 and 15c.
jc box good Hair pins.
Sc paper of twenty-five blue steel point Hair pins.
10c paper large size rubber Hair Pin..
.10C for elegant Belt Buckles, others 25c and 50c.
10p:: 
full count 
full oocountt 
Genuine
Admaan EntinegtiPts.4  
paper Brass
pins.
/c card good Hooks and Eyes.
Sc d patent Hooks and Eyes.tt
5c of one dozen Bone Collor Buttons.
Sc yard 'for heavy Garter Webbing.
gc pair child's Warren Hose Supporters.
12c pair misses Warren Hose Supporters.
18c pair ladies' Warren Hose Supporters.
8c box LiadiliescoTloursruIpooe wAn'ooclo. 
Collars.
1
12c 1
19c Ladies' Turn Over Cuffs. i
/5c;and 18c for Ladies Linen Belts.
48c Ladies' White Kid belt..
39c Ladies' Tan and Green Hid Belts.
13c Ladies' Gilt Belt..
18e Ladies' Linen Chemisettes.
Hosiery! Hosiery!
8c for Ladies Fast Black Seamless Hose.
19c for Ladies' Hermsdorff, spliced heel and toe-.
these goods usually sold at 35c.
10c for boys' and girls' 'Navy Ribbed Hose.
20e, for boys' and girls' extra heavy Bicyele Hose.
All These 6crod4 in Tans.
Ladies' Muslin Underweer AT COST,
1 25c for Ladies' Corset Covers worth 35o.
33c for Ladies Corset Covers worth 50o.
48c for Ladies Corset Covers worth 76e.
89c Ladies' Muslin Gown. worth $1 25.
980 Ladies Muslin Gowns worth $1 50.
38c Ladies' Muslin Gowns worth 75e.
59c Ladies' Muslin Skirts worth 75c.
98c Ladies Muslin Skirts worth $1 60.
Ladies' Ribbed Summer Underwear.
15c quality at 100 • • 200 quality at 14e
25c quality at 18c • We quality at 25o
RIBBONS Almost Given Away!
.411 Silk Ribbons Usually Sold at
7c 10c 15c 20c 25e 35c 40c
Noe. 5 7 9 12 16 22 40
Noe. 7 9
Reduced to
12 16 22 40
^
Sc 7c I00 12fc 16c 190
SPECIAL BARGAINS
IN
TABLE s LINENS!
*SI
•
terOkellate-easel.,....eee-%cesesees.esfeesee .
THE NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR.
STRUCK BY LIGHTNING SOME SUMMER SPORTS
4horeceived at the postofflee In Hopkins% ill,
Its;a:t.Lnal, -class mull rustier. Members of a Pic-Nic Party
Shocked.
Friclay, July 10, 1896
COURT DIRECTORY.
Cue:err Oorwr-Fillt Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
RTILRLY C-01.11T-Second Mondays
In January, April. July and October.
FISCAL 00C RT-First Tuesday in ApriL
and October.
Coarre 00URT -First Monday in every!
mouth.
HOW& SOCIETY
Mr. S. H. Ward, of Longview, was in
town Saturday.
Miss Maggie Hill is visiting Miss Corn
M.ison, at Adairville.
Mr. J. D. Clardy, Jr., of Gracey, was
In town this morning.
Miss Madge Terry, of Adairville, is
visiting relatives in the city.
Mrs. Henry Bryant, of (rseey, was
shopping in the city this morning.
Mrs. Janice Breathit aud children are,
visiting at Elkton, Ky.
Mrs. Fannie Wilson and son, of Gra-;
oey, were in town shopping yesterday. '
Mrs. T. W. Blakey and children are
spending the summer a'.; South Marion,
Ky.
Mr. Swansburg. of Columbus. Tenn.,
is e family of Mr. W. T.Will-
,mson.
• Mrs. Claude Clark is in Louisville
visiting Miss Sadie Davis, West Wal-
nut street.
Mr. S. H. Ward, of The Squire vicin-
ity, was in the city Saturday...a
Miss Agnes Monahan, :of Evansville,
is vieiting relatives in the city.
Mies Daisy Rice left Sunday to visit
friends at Maihaouville and Greenville.
Mrs. F. M. Girard is visiting at Ben.
nettstown. She will go from there to
Oak Grove to visit Mrs. Jas, A. McKen-
zie.
Mrs. Dr. Brown, of Julien, is visiting
relatives in the city.
Mrs. David Boarland, of Crofton,
was in the city yesterday.
Miss Florence Bowman is visiting
Miss Alice Mitchell in Madisonville.
Metiers. John Gaines and Garnett
Meech, of Montgomery, took in the ball
game yesterday afternoon.
PrtorS. W. R. Faulkner and J. C. Hand-
lin. of Big Rock, Tenn., are in the city
to-day on professional business.
Mies Stella Kennedy, of Tzvaarsville, is
visiting the family of her brother, Mr.
W.B. Kennedy, on North Main.
Misses Julia Perkins and Louise Mil-
liken leave shortly for Hopkiusville,
where they will visit Miss Byars.-Pro-
gress.
Mrs. Mosby Cannon, who has been
the guest of Mrs. Jiro. L. Brasher, on
North Main street, has returned to her
home in Matlisouville.
Col. W. A. Wilgus, post-master at
Hopkineville, who is known to every -
body in this State and several others,
passed through yesterday euroute to
Louisville .... Attorney W. S. Hale, of
Aopkinsville, passed through the city
yesterday.-Bowling Green Advocate.
A fascinating novel, called "The City
of Sin,„ written by a bright young
lady of Hopkinsville. Ky., Miss Hattie
Lee Johnston has just been placed on
the market and it taking well. Sever-
al Louisville pavers have devoted over
a column describing the book and giving
a history of the authorities. It is Miss
Johnston's first work and is pronounced
by several close critics as an excellent
piece of literature. Miss Johnston is a
friend of Mrs. James Westfall of this
city.-Washington Gazette.
MATTERS IN VARIETY.
Buckner & Ovreley real estate and in-
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 13 '96
Last appearance Mexicans, Racket.
come now. itsicLet
Always in seamen, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hailed Corn). Elegant lunch
in milk. Qt. can, 10c.
What you *ant when you are ailing
is a medicine that will cure you. Try
Hood's Sarsaparilla and be convinced of
Its merits.
For billionaness, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning V getable Liver Pills. 36 per
but at drudges
W ANTICD to flUY=hristlsnootsis'
ty isnot , hank meek.
DAKNKTT MODI01,
mato w itopkiniville, Ky.
Cleaning mud repairing by Yowright
the tailor and cutter. Pants made from
$3.60 to $16.00. Scuts from $12 to $00,00.
Seventh street opposite New Era.
The physicians were tried yesterday
for failure to comply with the law n -
quiring a register of births, and deaths
to be kept ilload a reported filed with the
county clerk.
Judge R. T. Petree represented
the defendants, County Attorney An-
derson prosecuted.
The case will probably consume the en-
tire afternoon. The morning was taken
up in arguments respecting the coie
stitationality of the cane.
Judge Breathitt decided the law to be
constitutional and imposed a :fine of $21)
in the case of Dr. Frank Stites, whoste
case will be made a tart case, and MTh
ried to the Court of Appeals.
THE ADAIRVILLE TRAGEDY.
There Were No Witnesaes to the Doubt.
Killing.
More information has been received
about the double tragedy at Adairville
In which Town Marshal H. H. Harmo$
shot and killed Wick Yontitter and WO
In tarn killed himself by the man th
whom he had given a death wound, 1
Younger had retested arrest In Ada*
yule end was followed to the nountry
by the officer. There were no witnesses
to the shooting, which occurred in ft
lonely sect on the Gallittin real about
two mile* from town. It IS supposed
that Harmon fired on Younger, giving
him a death wound, and that Younger
then turned and shot the town marshal
dead.
Younger is said to have killed two
men, and the dead officer had a wide
reputation as a man of bravery.
Awarded
Meow tten•ra-Werld'a Pair,
'DR/
111 .
ft CREAM
BAKING
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. F,-e‘.
Ism Ammonia. Alum or any other adulterant.
de MKS TH.11 STAIKtalik
"%wedri.40101F
FIVE BADLY
Bicycle Races and Other
Athletic Contests.
INJURED. MERCER PARK LEASED.
Crowd Had Sought Refuge In a Farm House
From a Storm.
The Track Will be Made One of the Fast
in the Soutte
hi
During a severe storm. is the North- AU bicycle riders and lovers of
ic oontests will hail with delight the
ern part of this county, a pic-nicing
news that a series of contests among
party sought refuge at the residence if wheelmen and other interesting outdoor
Mr. John Nixon. ' Lightning struck the . sports will take place this summer at
house and a number of persons were the Mereer Park, in the Western part of
hurt. 1 town near Seveuth street.
The injured are:
I
TALBOT BUCKER-Body badly [
burned. Probably fatally injured.
ALBERT HOPPER-Entire right hg
blistered. Lower limbs paralysed.
MISS MAGGIE OWENS-Severely
shocked.
TWO CHILDREN OF MR. NIXON-
Much hurt and burned.
All the people who were in the house
were considerably shocked. The storm
was the same one that swept nearly the
whole of this section and did much dam-
age at Crofton, a report of which ap-
peared in Monday's New ERA.
The morning had been hot, but few
clouds were in the sky. The day prom-
ised to be bright and pleasant and hun-
dreds of people were out in the woods
picencing when the rainstarted. At
the Iron Bridge, in North ,Christian,
famous spot for outings, a large number
of country people had gathered to spend
the day on the hanks of Tmdewater.
Shortly after the dinner hour the
heavens became (weirs" with clouds,
soon a few drops of Okin fell. The
rumbling of thunder and occasional
flashes of lightning gave warning of an
approaching storm and the pic-nieers
hurried to their buggies and started
home.
A heavy downpour of rain caused
about twenty persons to seek shelter in
Mr. John Nixon's home about half a
mile from the bridge. These persons
and the Nixon family were sitting in
the parlor of the residence, when they
were startled by a loud peal of thunder.
A moment later the room was filled
by brilliant and blinding lightning. So
severe Was the shock that many were
knocked from their chairs.
Talbot Rucker, who was standing near
the fire-place, was rendered uncon-
scious. The lightning had struck his
right shoulder, burned through his up-
per garments and blistered his body.
He was badly injured in the region of
his stomach. He is confined to his bed
and it is feared that he may die from
the effects of the stroke.
Albert Hopper was the Victim of a
curious prank of the lightning. The
right leg of his trousers was ripped
open, as if it had been cut open with a
knife, beginning at the pi:Wet and end-
ing at the bottom hem. Both lower
limbs were paralyized.
Two young children of Mr. Nixon
were hurled to the floor. Their clothes
were burned and they were badly :hurt.
A sister-in law of Mr. Nixon also re-
ceived injuries that are regarded as
serious.
The lightning entered the room
through the chimney. It tore through
a portion of the wall and passed through
a wooden safe blistering the interior and
breaking the crockery. How the res-
idence escaped being set on fire is inex-
plic ible.
CONCORD CULLINCS.
Concord. July 6th, 1S96.
We are having fine growing weather
now. Crops are looking as well as could
be expected, after having so much rain
during the months of May and June.
Miss Emma Courtney, of this neigh-
borhood, has been engaged to teach
school near White Plains, in the North•
ern part of this county. Miss Emma is
a fine teacher and will give satisfaction.
Mrs. Margaret Lacey has retarned
home after a visit of several weeks to
friends In the Northern part of this;
is tufts V.
Mr: ti: W. Davis, of Mailiatinville,
tionipatinsi by MO* Alita Davi*. of this
oetglihorilood. 41 visiting friends neer
Elkton, Todd minty,
Mailer OillIttir 00X, this tive-year-old
son of Mr. George Cos, While playing
with some other children t brute his band
into an oats cutter while it was being
turned by some of the children and
had the four fingers of his right hand
almost cut into threads. Dr. Jackson
was summoned immediately and dressed
the wounds. He is doing as well as
could be expected.
Thug BLUE.
DEATH OF BIL351 LULA BAKER.
Occurred To-Day at Graoey-An Asylum
Patient Died Yesterday.
Thee morning Iliad Lula Baker. ii
popular young lady who lived in the
Gracey neighborhood, died after a long
illness from consumption. Sh IAEA a
daughter of Mrs. Annie Baker.
The funeral services will take place
to-morrow morning at ten o'clock at the
late residence, conducted by Rev. I. N.
Strother, pastor of the Baptist church of
Cadiz. Miss Baker was bright and tal-
ented and a life-bug church member.
her gentle remittent and genial disposi-
tion made a trivial of every arquaint-
anse, and the sorrow at 114.r death is
puma
T. L. *Cain, pay patient from Mar-
shall tenuity to the Western Asylum for
the Insane, died yesterday afternoon
from consumption. He was 14 year.
old. The remains were shipped this
morning to Benton, near which town
the family of the deceased resides.
WAS THROWN FROM A BUGGY.
How Kt. IS. W. Cooper Lost His Life
1114110 Partnington.
A latter retietired leas tight films Mr.
title Cooper tells lite* Mr. John W.
(looney loot his life,
Tim former Ropkintertile olitgon start-
ed in is buggy trove ritrattnekin, Ill., to
a point in the country to attend to route
insurance business. The hone reit
away and Mr. Cooper was thrown from
the buggy over a high cliff. He was
found eighteen hours later in an insen-
sible condition and died before he re-
covered consciousness. The remains
were taken to Elwood, Ill., where the
funeral services were held Tuesday af-
ternoon. The Masons and Knights of
%
For several days a movement has
been on foot among several young busi-
ness men of Hopkinsville to lease the
park from Mr. S. C. Mercer, Sr. Papers
were drawn up and signed to-day. By
the ternis of the contract, the company
secures a lease on the property for a
term of one year with a privilege of
three years.
To-morrow morning a force of later-
era will start to work and by the first
part of next week, the re:he; circuit
will be the fastest cinder track in this
section. As soon as the work on the
truck is finished the park will be thrown
open to the public, and all bicyclists
will be permitted t3 practice free of
charge. A special invitation will be ex-
tended to ladies.
Twice during each month there will
be races for prizes and other athletic
events, such as foot-races, pole-vaulting,
weight-throwing and similar exercises.
Electric lights will be placed at the
park, and concerts will be frequently
given at night.
The lessees of the property are Messrs.
Jas. M. Howe, Walter Howe, George
Gary, George Phelps, J. N. Thomas,
Walker wood, Jack Meadow, Frank
Yost, Mance,- Moss.
WITH HANDS DOWN.
Locals Found It Easy To De-
feat the Brewers.
SCORE WAS 15 TO 3.
Reports From All The Other Kentucky-Indiana
LeagLe Contests.
[From Thursday's Daily]
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
Hopkinsville  15
Evansville   4
Washington   4
Henderson    1
Owensboro  8
Madisonvitle  11
HOW THE CLUBS STAND.
Won. Lost. Pr. Ct
Washington  7 1 MTh
Madisonville  5 3 .625
Hopkineville... .. 4 4 .500
Owensboro.. ......  4 4 .50
Evansville  3 5 .11Th
Henderson  1 7 .124
GAMES AT HOME.
The Owensboro team which is tied
with Hopkinsville for the first place'
arrived in the city this morning, and
will play at Athletic Park this afternoon
and,to-mornsw afternoon.
et. et.;
One wouldn't judge by the pt-ore that
yesterday's game was more
then the tettfittont of the profeelleg
lint 'moll was the ease. Both wants pet
more "ginger" in their playing, and al,
Omagh the oeteeideduese was apparent
trent the third inning, the whole Ilitle
innings were worth witnessing.
Evansville started off by reeking two
rut s, which made the fans blue. For-
sythe and Rutledge touched Hahn for
singles and scored on Schultz's hit. The
locals came to the bat. Womack put a
fly in an out-fielder's hand. Morris hit
gate. Thompson went out on a pop-up;
Morris came home on the center fielder's
muff of Ashford's fly; Gerald's hit was
too herd for short to handle and Ashford
came in on a wild throw to first.
Evansville was shut out in the second.
Hopkinsville again tallied with two
outs. Hord took first on balls and came
home on Womack's two bagger.
In the third inning,one of the visitors;
struck out and the next man up made a
hit; the third butter put an easy one to
Hahn, who threw to Watkins; the sec-
oad buseman toweled the bag, executed
a double play by cutting off the batter
at first. This was the inning in which
the local team struck a real soft thing.
Ashford hit safe but was forced out by
fly muffed by the second base-
man ; Geralds went to neetnel on Bra-
dy's ha rddrive through the short field
end teeny home on Watkins' drive to
sheet, the ball bounding high ; Brady
;Ind Watkins weevil on font's hit across
thirst ; Hahn tonk four Imam and ho anti
Hurd trotted aeries) the lentil When
Womack tapped the sphere for three
bases; Morris filed out and Womack,
who tried to come in after the ball had
been captured, was touched at the plate.
In the fifth Evansville had runners on
second and third, but three fly balls re-
tired the side. For Hopkinsville, Wat-
kins smashed out a two bagger, Hord
got a life on a warm liner to third, and
both scored on I.'onsythe'm failure to stop
the ball thrown to him by the short stop
to catch Hord napping. Hahn went to
tint on miss error atel cause home On a
throw in eateli islmiee at meentill:
The fesittiee sit the game Ittilipelied 10
the eavatith, Ass 1V61405 MOprnslotr was
CM tiet00101 ja IWO bagger was 14111101tod Is
left garden, Atitifurii quickly tinkled the
hall and by a sensational throw °might
the runner at home.
It appeared that Evansville woult
score easily in the eighth, US two bases
on balls and a safe hit tilled the bases
but the team was unable to score. In
the local's half of that inning Thompson
got first on a scratch hit and scored on
[ Ashford's three bagger. The latter COMO
Ii the short stop's failure to handle
Geralds' daisy cutter. Brady hit safe to
Pythias, of which orders Mr. Cooper the infield; Watkins got his baste on
was a member, asserted in the burial balls; Hord's slow hit over third brought
ceremonies. In Geralde, and Brady scored on Hahn's
Dr. Price's Cream baking Powdo fie-out to center field.
Wsrld's Pate 111.sat Modal awl Wank Forsythe Clinle to the bat first for thy
eteeela-e
visitors and knocked a two bagger going . THE SLATER OF WILLIAM GUTHRIE.
to third on Rutledge's sacrifice and I
scoring on a two base hit. The other
player filed out. The Jury Could Not Agree and Shafer
Was Released on $10,000 Bond.
The summary follows:
Hopkinsville. A. II. IL III. P.O. A. F.
Vi •k 1 b 11 a
Morris, 3 11 ... 4 I
Thompson. r f  6 I
Ashford. 1. f. . 5 2
tiernIds, pi. s  'oh 2
2tiTIVIV. 2 ........a
11;ri. p
l,
e. .. I 
tens-ill,', I b It
Total, ..
2 " The trial of James Shafer who killed
• i
0 0 Will Guthrie, well-known here, was
to I
2 2 15: held • t Gallatin and resulted in a hung
2 0
• 3 
tio jury.
a 0 0 Three of the jury were of the opinion
2 to
3 0 is that merder in the first degree had
15 II 27 u I been committed, eight were for Celle
victing of murder in the second degree
and e le for acquittal. When the jury
first resorted Judge Munford sent them
back to their room to re-read the charge
and to examine the clothes of the dead
man, but no verdict could Lt. reached,
so the jury had to be eischarped.
Shafer was turned loose under $10,000
bail. His bondianen ere the richest
Evansville. A. It.
Veatch, s 9
Fors t lie, r (-lb
Rutledge, c..
Burnam b .
Schultz, If
Foreman. b
Stab e f .
I shireeete le-rt
Cox, p
T
It. lie pee A. E.
4 0 1 I 2 5
5 2 3 X 11 2
IS I • 2 ii II
4 p I I :1 I,
6 Cl 2 4 I) o
4 Ii I 2 I 
2
4 0 I I 1 1
4 0 1 2 0 11
0 2 0 0 I
II 51 8 II
titrat.ti ttuns-tiopkiesville 3.
2-lime hits-Womack, Watkins, For
eyrie..
3-base hits-Womack Ash'ord.
Stolen bases-Watkins, Brady.
Struck out-By Hahn 4, Cox 2.
Bast. on balls-Of Hahn 5, of Cox 5.
Double plays - Burial ti Pony t he.
Hahn. Watkins; Ocrultie, Watkins,
Madisonville, Ky., July 6 -Owens-
boro and Madisonville played a good
game yesterday, which was only decid-
ed by eleven innings. The score:
Donner+ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11-R.
Madis'ville 4 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 3-11
Owensboro.° 0 3 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 0- 8
Batteries-Stewart and Boone, 'Wil-
son and A. Daniels.
AT THE BREAK OF DAY.
J;m English and MissThorn-
berry Eloped.
GUESTS AT CERULEAN.
Other Matters of More or Less Local Impor-
tance.
EARLY MORNING ELOPEMENT.
Mr. James Edward English, the hand-
some and genial young Building and
Loan representative, who made his
home in Hopkinsville for a number of
months recently, and who Is popular in
local society circles, and Miss Nellie
Gaines Thoruberry, a pretty and ac-
coniplished Paducah belle, eloped from
Georgetown to Lexington, and were
married at three o'clock yesterdi y
morning in the Phtenix Hotel by Rev.
I. J. Spencer, of the Central Christian
Church.
The groom has been in business in
Lexington about a year and has kept up
it correspondence with hie sweet-
heart, Miss Thornberry, the nineteen-
year-old daughter of Mrs. Anna Lee
MeNary, formerly Mrs. W. H. Thorn-
berry, of Paducah.
The bride, her mother and younger
sister have been visiting her uncle, Mr.
Sim Wells, the banker et Georgetown.
Tuesday night about 12 o'clock the bride,
her sister and Oscar Wells left the Wells
mansion, took a carriage, and were
driven to Lexington, the bridegroom be-
ing one of the party. They arrived there
at 2 o'clock yesterday morniug. The
tenuity clerk was awakened and issued
license, the minister was induced to
have his mach to tie the nuptial lane
anti just as the town clocks were striking
3 the couple were made man and wife.
GOOD TIME AT CERULEAN.
I Correspondence of the Nicw ESA.)
Cerulean Springs, July 7th 1896.-The
guests of Cerulean Springs are not al-
lowing themselves to be bothered these
sultry days by such weighty matters as
the silver question, or as to what the
Chicago convention will do with it ;they
have on the other hand given themselves
up body and mind to sole comfort and
they are finding it right here in the
shade of towering trees, lolling on the
green grass and drinking freely of the
health-giving waters which were never
better than this season.
Mr. Sam Boyd is in the office and do-
ing everything which an accommodat-
ing nature might suggest for the com-
fort of those who are sojourning at the
springs. Mr. Tom Gunn returned a
few days ago to his old haunts and is
acting in the capacity of general utility
man about the house and grounds, a
position for which his long experience
splendidly tits him.
Among those guests now quartered
here and threw registered in the past
few days are the following:
Geo. S. Cardwell, St. Louis; Frank
Machen, Cincinnati; John W. Cowherd,
Cadiz; S. A. Edmunds, Louisville, Met
Adams, Nashville; Jim Wyly Hopkins-
ville ; James M. Green, wife and child,
Hopkintiville; J. M. Johnson, wife and
two children, Parlueah ; .1. M. Robbins.
and wife, skeleton ; Miss Frillieht Faker,
byereburg (leo, H. Pike, Cathe P. P,
Ditto, tihischtsi,etl II A; Hodge, Ow
eitintili I Dr, 11 14 Donnie, Ropkiiiivilla
Mrs, W. T, Tandy, Hopkinsville Miss
Pattie Flock, Hopktusville; A. U. Web.
em, Nashville; Hadley Boyd, Clarksville;
Miu Lillie II. Prim, Atlanta; W. N.
Wilson, Evansville; A. S. Winstead,
Render/ion ; A. L. Blame Miss Daisy
Staufield, Dr. Bell, A. L. McGehee
Bro. Cowherd, 0. Pool, Gracey ; Dr. H.
D. Amos. Cobb; Jas, Nugent, Evans-
ville; Jas. A. Cook, Princeton; Judge
Joe McCarroll and son, Hopkinsville; E.
W. Roach, Fulton; Miss Hattie Stith,
Hopkinsville. oueerr.
SR. MONROE SICK.
Mr. Frank Monroe has been confined
to his bed several days by fever. His
many friends hope to hear of his speedy
recovery.
TIIE SCHOOL REPORTS.
Sup-nuts n lent of Public Instruction
Davidson has received all school census
reports except Jefferson county, which
shows the number of school children in
Kentucky to be 738,000 to 740,000, an in-
crease of from 11 to 12 per cent. over
last year. The per capita will be some-
thing of it rise to $225.
TAKEN To THE ASYLUM.
litre. Sarah E. liotioni, of Hendersot .
was adjudged yeaterilay to be of no
eituttil mind and was taken to the Wept
ern Any WM for the Insane yeaterday
af airtime by (Sneer Guy Sioulford.
alit, ovum' tine Killeen.
?dilutes ?dente Walker and Lotta Mc-
Daniel, of this city, Edna Smythe and
her sheer, of Nashville, have gone to
Illinois to take a special coarse in teach-
ing at the Cook County Nonnel School.
They will remain at the institution
about two months. All are teachers of
considerable experience. They are tak-
ing the special studies to better fit them
f their work.
_
FACE RAY
BLEEDING
Wy little toy wu •ftheted with Reuss hi
acute form for • year, dunng which we tried
without success every known remedy. l'he dis-
order appeared ton the right cheek and was of a
hltotery and bloody form. lila pillow, mornings.
would hearth,.' bloody imprint of the side of his
face, while it waa impaelble to prevent him
from scratching hi. face Ow1011 to the itching.
Advised to try Cvriemo, I bought • box. 'rho
first application waa matte at night, and It is a
fart, that the appearance of the affected parte
showed to noticeable Iniprorernent the next morn-
ing, and, continuing the treatment, se a result,
my child has as fair and smooth sktn as can toe
Sound anywhere.
W. 8. NEEDHAM, Pataakala, O.
Sirserry Coss TmlOrws.tt - Warm keno, with
CVTIt CIA So•r, nu. applwatloha oLlIT.ICV!lill
oW ,721 „Tad. f
Ins aft,, 
aaa:• ! Sr.'
, 14.• o•us. 1111.461..
tAlie LINO Awl anew asietambil
• 'se
[ eapiteats in the county and are good
for heir a million dollars.
W: 9 KILLED BY LIGHTNING.
Caldwell County Farmer Found With
His Neck Broken.
Janice Carney was found dead yester-
day near Bethlehem, armies the Chris-
tian county line in Caldwell. He had
been to the mill at Crider and was on
his way home when a rain came up.
He stepped into a deserted cabin for
shelter and was found next morning
dead with his neckbroken. The Coro-
ner's jery decided that his death was
ceased by a lightning stroke.
A Holy Terror.
A great war is being waged against
the blind tigers at Murray, and severa
of the liquor seller, have had their claws
clipped (Writer the past week. Against
some of the illicit whisky vendors there
are from seventy-five to one hundred
and fi:ty indictment's. TheCity Marshal
was fined in one ease for selling liquor
without a lieeese. chose cases were
worked up by Detective Braeme, of
Christ:au county, who is said to be a holy
terror to the whisky interests.-[Louis-
yule Post.
P. C. Sallee Recovering.
To-ay it is learned that Mr. P. C. Sal-
lee, who was thought to be seriously in-
jured in a runaway arident in this city
last Seturday afternoon, is recovering
from the effeete of it. It is zow said that
he will be all right within a few days.-
[Clarksville Chronicle.
The competitive examination for ap-
pointment to the Slate A. & M. College
at Lexington for four years, will be held
in the Hopkinsville public school build-
ing on Thursday, July 23, 1896,. All
a eeicants will please be present by nine
o'clock, if possible.
KATIE MCDANIEL, CO. Supt.
WALLING TO HANG.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Newport, Ky., July 6 -Alonzo Wall-
ing has just been sentenced to be hung
on August 7th, the same day set for the
execution of Scott Jackson. who is his
partner in crime. The Court of Appeals
will issue a stay of proceedings in both
cases until the evidence can be looked
into by that body.
A FATAL ACCIDENT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Springfield, Ky., July 4-Frank Will.
aged eighty-six, a wealthy resident of
this town, was struck by an engine and
killed at Wall, Pa., yesterday. He was
the founder of the town of Wall, and
was there to close up a real estate deal
when he met his death.
WILL REPLY.
[SeSCIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, July 4.-Circuit Judge
Patton is preparing a statement in re-
plying to the charges made against him
by Inspector Lester.
Dail.' let as e.e persuade you to take
anything else instead of Simmons Litter
Regulator. Sonic merchants will try to
do this but not for your goodie They do
it to make a little more profit on smile-
thing which is of an inferior quality,
though you must pay just as much for
the bad as for the good. Be sure to take
Simmons Liver Regulator and nothing
else. Look for the Red Z on every
package.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
QUARTERLY REPORT
--41E Fit
Bank of Hopkinsville
Al 1 HE CLIME OF BUSINESS
IN Till;
30th Day of June, 1896
DEMI IC RC Koa,
1.0/111• /11111 111111.01111111. 11,01 1011114 111
i tireetere .. . *Pewit er
I ltr..rdrnft.., unsecured _ 1.241 Ii,
Doe team l'aiiiiemo liana.' 555,1515f
Ione from solaie itosok• Nan
Hankers 
. .. 
4,,wit IA ho, -
Ifilsil lies sinl,Itaithitte Tire Neil toe ., . I ' o. •,,,,. . a I./ ;
allosek • Nilo Haile „ ltkillo ;•
lintvele ; .. - : *hi NM II
I iirroisce Perna es
ilavlienae fer eleertne. 1,512 tii new,
Illoel wine caerlee is. i 'esti as, -
---
atireai;
I.I.t1111.1T1 KM,
Criplloil Stock paid In, Its cash 12.5inno; .
Surplus Fund Auto; o II
111.110 •1111 1.1111.1*.1.1 1111'1114A 11/11 Whl; ta
looter's., It. tool mild i 141,2115 11
Due Nonfatal Banks $ 411 10
Due State Hanks and Han-
kern 15.625 Ti) 15.4151 se
1' n paid Iii% blends 15 ,
Di% id. tool NII.112. this day  7.5no or
Set aside to pay Taxer .... .. 1.151 1.1
$41r11,611 17
--
STATE or K ENTUCK Y. P1S:COt NT't 111,11.11111114TIAN,
.1, E. Me Pherom. Cashier oof Bank of Hoop-
kInsville, a losotk tante.' mid doing 11UNI116“.•
al No. 2 Main etreet. In the ell% of Hopkins
Ille It mild county. being fluty sworn, no' -
t lint the (foregoing repoort Is in all respeo .1
true statement of OW 1.101111111011 oof said
Bunk, at 111.'1.1111W Of 111111110,1* ttr, 11W :101h olny
oof June. POrt, to the hest of his know ledge
and belief; mid further *av, that th« busi-
ness of said loniik hfts I rannactosi at t too
lain ion !mined. find 001 s•1•••h 11Vre; alai 1 ha I
II,. &MA.. report Is mad. t,ottipilance all,
all Olt11•1/41 110111.1• NM., 11,11 fr11Til Ili.' -
tory of Stone designating tie loth oleo • of
.1 tune-. 151, um tile day ont a hien •••10-11 repot I
shall be touide.
J. H. MePotganorm.Ceshier,
D. It. IIKA HD. 1 tiro clot-.
C. H. Ursa. I oireetor.
Jolts P. (IA angmm. Ian-vow
SW0,111)141 it mud 1451011 10 befIal. 111" I.., J.
.Mt' Phenol), t he *1 day tof July. Pilot.
J. P. Its 4111th,
NOltt l'Ulollt. Chriatinn Soo.
QUARTERLY REPORT
CITY + BANK
HOPKINOVILLI, KY.,
si t Lust; N Km
(IN rill.:
30th Day 3f June, 1896.
it KW ' Its '
I A111111. told Discounta, 11.1111101411, 10
1/11,4.14/ra
1.0/1101 I0 (11?1(.1.111 . :511 01
11% entre/too, *retired  4,7m si
I iv.-, Irnft ti Itseell red 21•2
MI Nat laud Hanka 411.711a 27.
inie I'  State Banks and
Hall ken' Vo.716 15
Banking House and Lot,
stiisi•k • and Bemis ..
Specie 
 510.914 till
1 err -lily   
 Lin III 15.5111 1113
37.422 12
&On III
Ito,ha Ill
ISSAS at
LI Atill,itiliA,Cap mital eek mid in, in ps•II sown toi
ettephe Pi 
awe
tt “. .. twist III
Flee Wei s ChM alleptell• SO oael Ito ellatoll moon WIWI,
1' 4101 II 1111 doom's .„ ._„. 0, vo, III
liorYesl Is nool paid 1 . Ilfehe Al
dites 'Niel' 4. itiona ill
sal male to NOY Tate. ,to Ills MI
Ilealeito ill
MIATIII or K 'STUCK V.
l'itt•MTV or CHRITIAW,
W. T. Tandy, cashier of t'ity Hank, a I•ionk
•nol doing lourdnear In the CB% oof
111,,,,k Wry In said county, being duly From lb cts.
sworn. says that the foregoing report is in
nil respects ot true atatement oof the sold Per Gallon
Bank. at 110. 1.101a. of butanes.' on floe dig It
day of June, MS, to the beat of hitt It Mont- Up atwig,. and belief; and further Nays that the
bUS111P1111 of said Bank tins been transacted
h 
C k'she locati on 11111114.11. 1111,1 1114 1.110.`Wht.r0;/111111 that the above report Is made In  -
Machine Oil
at t
Si 
day uf June.. INN, its the day on wfieb ......ii • •J SU133CRIBE FOR. .
report shall be mane.
W. T. TA Pit OT, Cashier. 
. 
•
W. T. TANDY, Dift•Ct01. 
9th street, 
nearThe
,
E. It. lost,,Director.
C. A. rums rnos, Director.. 
Subscribed and sworn to. before me he W. 
L. & N. depot. 46..
T. Tandy, CFliAle.r,41:1)(nQia)tho; N3oultdaarzy ruotblutii y.
ire, TELEPHONE NO. 83.,
--------
bin A. II. Cranstoy, of No.
158 Intnrr8 Memphis, 'Dant,
'writes Oat hos wile had CAD.
err which had eaten two
large booed in her breast, and
V1.1110.11 the best phystei•ns
Of 11)0 surrounding eonntry
trial et. and toe...flounced In-
t-oral le. Ifer gegindamAhtz
aaut h,:d died of
Cancer
and when told this, the most
eminent speo:oali-..s of New
Y,;r1t, utain.r alia,e treat-
ment she was 1.11reol. -
n red lie' ease wat ho gas' P.44.
II trentineet hating Isnot,
lobo w..14 go.en up too ale
e. .-. W•ti 11•Co 001`.hrIt'd.
and c-tort,toiro: as 11 May.
/•••••ia. a I; er iswYes Cured
loer not.•! 1 an.1 h •L
Our l• ,-1111,0 a..1 this fife-
enco t.ri '1 De av:ot, Dee to
it r add retie.
b1YIFY SPECIFit 0..
fla
VICE PRESIDENT STEVENSON.
(sPEel U. TO NEW ERA)
Wrdothillgt011, July 4.-Vice President
Stevenson accuses some of his supported
friends; of having acted in bad faith to-
ward him. He gays they advised him
to keep quiet on tie' money question
daring the past winter, telling hen
they were for him for President aid
that he should let the other fellows tlo
the talking. Now he says they abuse
him for having done the very thing they
advised him to do. Ile includes Black-
burn in the list.
WHITNEY AT CHICAGO.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER t]
Chicago. July 4.-William C. Whit-
ney and his party arrived at Chicago
yieterday and went to work at once.
Mr. Whitney said they would put up a
big fight for the eound-money side of
the issue and that he did not concede
that the sound-money men were beaten.
A conference was held last night at
which the situation was thoroughly can-
vassed.
QUARTERLY REPORT
- If
PLANTERS BANK,
.51 1111. i'••••1, .•1 -IN Ess;
IN THE.
30th Day of June,1896.
It Etalc nt•Eja.
[Agin. and I oiscounts. leas loans to
Ditectoors $121.440 Ft.
Loans to litlie.•r• ' 1:215 ft-4
I overdrafts. untireu red LION 20
hut- from National Finlike $2,123 75
Due from State Banks nnd
think-,r, . tem es 111.14111) RR
tit lo•r Ii-', 1 Flat.'2.rIft IT
Stocks 111111 Bootle 7,551(5)
Specie . $
I 'to rrencv $
Exehringe for Clearings 4---- :e.eel 12
Furniture and Fixtures 2/44 2:o
Cotpltal Stock paid, in each
Sogdian 1.11111i
1/11t• Irepooltors 11••• ft1110M%.
Deposits subject to check
%%bleb too Into•rest is paid 1.
Dtle State Hanks and Bunko r.,
I' 'aphid Dividends.
Dit Wend No. 12, II, Is don.
11P.C.0117 15
575.is III in
17.4100 tou
STATIC or KliNTI'eli Y.
l'01' TY or t'll /INT! .11C. I SM:
.114111 B. Trice. I 'ashler of Planters 113111c. a
brink !trent. AI and doting husitiots at NO. IS
N1/1111 st r••••1. in the City of litopitittsvIlle In
nit It I el ,unt v „ being duly sworn.1•11. flint the
foorcgooing report Is in nit respects is I rut'
4111111111.111 Or the condition of MOM Itimk, at
lu t•lose of lousiness on t he Stith tilly oofJun.'
ME. (It'- bent of his k lenge 111111 11,1104:
/ilia further says thoit ii,.- business 1.f said
Bank hots been t reinsact ea at ha:1111011
tt,,uti . 111111 1101 elarwliere; and that the
almost. repo ;rt is made In o plainer with an
°Metal tootle" received from the Seeretary
of State designating the Sigh daY of June,
18101. /1,4 1ht. lit.) 011 Whit 11 StIt•11 It port shall
Is. mane.
.IOHN R. Tater. Cashier.
J. ii, R1'14NLI.1.. Dirt 1.11111*,
Ina 1..1"1111T11. Dirts.tor,
S. E. Tail's, Director.
toloserlissi and sworn to hefore me by Joh to
II. Trice Oil 31,1, day ,d• July, 1451.
law I.. Mamma. N. P. C. C.
aPREFERRED LOC ALS
Don't You
Use W. and W. C. Binnie flour? It is
elegant and gives entire satisfaction
whenever used, you ought to give it a
trial. W. AND W. C. BINN,
july3,w3mo. Pee Dee, Ky.
WANTED.-To eeehange a high-grade
Bicycle for a family horse. Ailey at
this of Tice.
E. Frankel's
Semi-Annual
Clearance Sale
Closes Monday, July 12,
at 9:30 p.m.
The wind-up will be a
hummer. Don't miss it.
Have added many new
burgains to the sale.
Come and get a price
list.
E. Frankel
Shryer'a Old Stand. roan
In the Bottom,
1.12. AP:Molnar-an
.1111•1.1•1•IMM
Solid Silver
Thimbles
600 to select from
Ett ', their value. All
kinds and sizes,
choice for 25c.
Solid Gold Rings &c
at your own price.
Watches and
Clocks
Less than I., cost.
$1 to $2.50 spec-
tacles at 50c at
HARD WICK'S.
Fa:m For Sale!
Fenn of 110 acres on Long's Mill road
2 miles' from Pembroke ; 120 arrest open,
balance ill good timber. Soil, fair lime-
stone. Improvements. 3- room cottage,
cook-room, ham, out-house-re good or-
chard, well, etc. School and churehee
in easy reach. Price, $2,tems; one-half
aeh , balitnee in one year at 6 per ('ent.
J since 1). neve'
Rem. Extent AtizecT,
etnlw Ilopktuarille, Ky.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
null JCIailt 115' TIM COCIIT ateetate.
Vir't, are nutlinrised to antiounee
W. S. BISHOP,
of Paduvali, MeCreektel county, axe can•
delete forJudge of the Court of Appeals
for this, the Filet, Appellate District,
mubject to the action of the Democratic
party. Election in November, 1e96.
coxeezest.
We an. authorized to announce
DR. JOHN D. CLARDY,
Of Chratinn county, as a candidate for
re-election to Conferee, for the tins Sec-
mitt temonteutional Dietriet of Ketitticky
--subject el the mt-tush sit time I lettiorratie
party. tiloution Norpoda4 ISMS.
OUR F-
RYING  SALE
Is turning out some of the
best bargains ever sold in
our store, and that's saying
a good deal.
Big Reductions
In Every Department.
SP5=CI.41..a S.
100 pairs men's odd pants, original price
$2.60, for 99c.
(Last season's pattern) Misses and chil-
dren's oxfords, original price $1.00 and
$1.26, for 50c.
J. II. Anderson & Co.
A Blue Cut!
Store Closed Friday.
To Mark Down Clothing
To Mark Down Clothing
To Mark Down Clothing
Still Lower.
Still lower.
Still lower.
Must sacrifice values.
Must sacrifice values.
Must acrifice values.
To Get Money
To Get Money
To Get Money
Blue figures tell the tale.
B -ue figures tell the tale.
Blue figures tell the tale,
Open 9 a m Saturday
Open 9 a m Saturday
H. A. Witherspoon,
Assignee of Cox & Boulware.
11ttrIMMMTIMI1111111ttrrfttlIttrIMIlt
.UVgM.W.M.A611.
4ak',;
°A
0e,e
•
OUR GREAT
SUI1MER SALE
3ESATURDAY, 4.
Bargains in every department.
See themot will pay you,
Mammoth Clo, & Shoe Co
Whose Paints
Are the Best?
IMPOURS4ii
DAGG & RIdHARDS
Lumber Planing Mill.
...••••.1.011•••••••••••••-•11mo...norg.
-....45216Weensoujaatt"
.
Statement of Condition
--oh THE
First National BankIitiii.itittaY11,1,11, Y.
AT TWO GLOSS OP OUSINIIIO
IIIINL RI I MOO.
Itiumilia.
Ilk ...ritrafts.
I oiseounts 5
:
1.5, ilonds and Premium 17.1i al
Mock*, MOVUlitt1.11, Eta  55.H11 lii
Furniture and natures  s.une ao
Real Estate 2.5111 1115
Cash MEN TI
Might Exchange. WAN Mt 410.7710 1111
Total 12•06A121 111
LIARS LITIRS.
Capital Stock  
Surplus
Other Undivided Profits 
Circulation.
DivIdend• l'iipnid.
Itolvidond• this dap', 5 per cent
I itle tto Banks
Due Individual Depositors
TotalJ. must 4
11403. W. LONG, Cash leo
•
eVAI3HTI THE VEILED.
REV. OR. TA1.MAGE ON WOMAN AND
HER SACRIFICES.
assering Ward Pictures as to Woman'•
Mielbelemese wed Her Must Reward A
Nesse Pee the Rachel., mad the Detre-
rabbis. wad the •bilgalla.
Wesainsovoe, July 5. -Iu his sermon
today, starting from a brilliant Bible
scene, Dr. Talmage discourses upon
woman'. opportnnit l.'s and the wrongs
she sometimes coffers. His text was Es-
ther i, 11, 12 : ''To bring Vashti the
queen before the king with the crown
royal to show the people and the princes
her beauty, for she was fair to look on.
But the queen Vashti refused to come
at the king's commandment by his
chamberlains; therefore was fhe king
very wroth, and his anger burned in
him."
ilaasse Is the Palace.
We stand amid the palaces ot Shu•
shan. The pinnacles are aflame with the
morning light. The columns nee fes-
tooned and wreathed, the wealth of em-
pires flashing from the grooves, the ceil-
ings adorned with images of bird and
Mama and scenes of prowess and con-
quest. The walls are hung with shields
and emblazoned until it seems that the
whole round of splendors is exhausted
Each arch is a mighty leap of architec-
ttersJ achievement Golden stars shin-
ing down an glowing arabesque. Hang-
ings of embroidered work in which
mingle the bluenesss of the sky, the
greennem of the gram and the whiteness
of the sea foam. Tapestries hung on sil-
ver rings, wedding together the pillars
of marble, Pavilions reaching out in
every direction. These for repotee, filled
with luxuriant couches, into which
weary timb sink until all fatigue is
submerged. These for carousal, where
kings drink down a kingdom at one
swallow. Amazing spectacle! Light of
silver dripping down over stairs of ivory
on shields of gold. Floors of stained
marble, sunset red and night black and
inlaid with gleaming pearl. Why, it
seems as if a heavenly vision of ame-
thyst and jacinth and topaz and chi7so-
prams had descended and alighted upon
Shushan. It seems as if a billow of ce-
lestial glory bad dashed clear over heav-
en's battlements upon this metropolis of
Persia
In connection with this palace there
is a garden where the mighty men of
foreign lands are seated at a banquet
Under the spread of oak and linden and
acacia the tables are arranged. The
breath of honeysuckle and frankincense
fills the air. Fountains leap up into the
light, the spray struck through with
rainbows falling in crysialline baptism
upon dowering shrub+, then rolling
down through channels of marble and
widening out here and there Into peels
swirling with the finny tribes of foreign
aquarium', bordered with scarlet anem-
ones, hypericums and many colored
ranunculus. Mesta of rarest bird and
beast smoking up amid wreaths of
aromatics. The vases filled with apri-
cots and almonds. The baskets piled up
with apricots and dates and figs and
oranges and pomegranates. Melons
tastefully twined with leaves of acacia.
The bright waters of Enheus filling the
urns and westing outside the rim in
flashing beads amid the traceries. Wine
from the royal vats of lepahan and
Shires, in bottled of tinged shell, and
lily shaped cups of silver and flagons
and tankards of solid gold. The music
rises higher, and the revelry breaks out
Into wilder transport, and the wine has
limbed the cheek and touched the brain,
and louder than all other voices are the
hiocough of the inebriates, the gabble
of fools and the song of the drunkards.
vanters.StafriaL
In another part of the palace Queen
Vaahti is entertaining the princesses of
Persia at a banquet. Drunken Ahasue-
rus mays to his servants, "You go out
and fetch Vashti from that banquet with
the women, and bring her to this ban-
quet with the men, and let me display
her beauty." The servants immediately
start to obey the king's command, but
them was a rule in oriental society that
no woman might appear in public with-
out having her face veiled. Yet here
was a mandate, that no one dare dis-
pute, demanding that Vashti come in
unveiled before the multitude. How-
WIT, there was in Vaahti's soul a prin-
ciple more regal than Ahaseurus, more
brilliant than the gold of Shushan, of
more wealth than the realm of Persia,
which commanded her to disobey this
order of the king, and so all the right-
eammeal and holiness and modesty of
her nature rises up into one sublime re-
fusal. She says, "I will not go into the
tagernet unveiled." Of course Ahastre-
rue was infuriate, and Vashti, robbed of
her position and her estate, is driven
forth in poverty and ruin to stiffer the
@COM of a nation and yet to receive
the applause of after generations who
shell rise up to admire this martyr to
kingly insolence. Well, the last vestige
of that feast is gone; the last garland
has faded; the lest arch has fallen; the
last tankard has been destroyed, and
Shushan is • ruin. But as long as the
world stands there will be multitudes
of men and women, familiar with the
Bible, who will come into this picture
gallery of God and admire the divine
portrait of Vashti the queen, Vaahti
the veiled, Vestal the sacrifice, Vashti
the silent.
Noble Weasel".
In the first place, I want you to look
upon Vzialati the queen. A blue ribbon,
rayed with white, drawn around her
forehead, indicated her queenly posi-
tion. It was no small honor to be queen
in such a realm as that. Hark to the
rustle of her robes! See the blaze of her
ecwels! And yet, my friend's, it is not
necessary to have palace ard regal robe
in order to be quecille. When I see a
woman with strong faith in God put-
ting het foot upon all meanness and
'selfishness and godless display, going
tight fcrwa.-d to serve Christ and the
race by a grand and glorious service, I
my, "That woman is a queen," and
the reeks of heaven look over the battle-
ments upon the coronation, and whether
she come up from the shanty on the
commons or the mansion of the fashion-
able square, I greet Ii. r with the shout:
"All bail! queen Vasbti." What glory
was there on the brow of. Mary of Scot-
land, or Elizabeth of England, or Mar-
garet of France, or Catherine of Russia,
compared with the worth ef some of our
Christian mothers, many of them gone
into glory -or of that woman men-
tioned in the Scripture& who put all her
money into the Lord's treasury-OT of
Jephtliah's daughter, who made a dem-
onstration of unselfish peleotism-or
of Abigail. who rescued the herds and
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toiled under a tropical sun for poor old,
helpless Naomi-or of Floreuce Night-
ingale, who went at tuidniolie to stanch
the lianas wound' of the Crimea-or of
Mm. Adonirarn Judson, who kindled
the lights of salvation amid the dark-
ness of Burmah-or of Mrs. Heruans,
who poured out her holy seul in words
which will forever be associated with
banter's horn and captive's chain and
hridal hour and lute's throb and cur-
few's knell at the dying day-and
scores ard hundreds of women, unknown
on earth, who halm gnarl water to the
thirsty and bread to the hungry and
medicine to the sick and similes to the
discouraged-their footstep+ heard along
dark lane and in government hospital
and in almshouse corridor and by prison
gate? There may be no royal robe-
there may be no palatial surroundings.
bbe does not need them, for all charita-
ble men will unite with the crackling
lips of fever struck hospital and plague
blotched laaaretto in greeting her as she
pains: "Hail! Hail! Queen Vashti."
Dlaidest Merit.
Again, I want you to consider Vashti
the veiled." Bad she appeared before
Ahasuerus and his court on that day
with her face uncovered she would
have shocked all the delicacies of ori-
ental society, and the very men who in
their intoxication demanded that she
come in their meter moments would
have despised her. As some flowers
seem to thrive beet in the dark lane
and in the shadow and where the sun
dome not seem to reach them, SO God ap-
nts to most womanly natures a re-
.ring and unotetrueive spirit. God
once in awhile does call an Isabella to
a throne, or a Miriam to strike the tim-
bre! at the front of a had, or a Marie
Antoinette to quell a French mob, or a
Deborah to Ortaod at the front of an
armed battalion, crying out: "Up, up!
This is the day in which the Lord will
deliver Spans into thine hand." And
when women are called to such outdoor
work and to such herons positions God
prepares them for it, and they have
iron in their monk and lialitnizur jj
•
their erN, and whirlwinds in their
breath, aud the burrowed strength of
the Lord Omnipotent in their right
env. They walk though fnruacee as
though they wt re hedges ee wile flow-
ers and cross seas as though tbey were
Ithimmering sapphire., and all the har-
pies of hell down to their dungeon at
the stamp of her womanly indignation.
But theme are the exceptions. Generally
Dorcas would rather make a garment
for the poor boy. Rebecca would rather
till the trough ter the. capitate Hannah
Would rather make a coat for Samuel.
The Hebrew maid would rather give a
prescription for Nttalllii/t.8 leprosy. The
Women of Sarepta would rather gather
e few sticks to cook is nasal for fam-
ished Elijah. Pho.be would rather carry
* letter for the inspired apostle. Mother
Lois would rather educate Timothy in
the Scripture's.
When I WO a woman going about her
daily duty, with cheerful dignity pre-
siding at the table, with kind and gen-
tle but firm discipline presiding in the
Oureery, going Out into the world with-
Out any blast of trumpets, following in
the footsteps of him who went about
doing good, I say, "This is Vashti
With a veil on." But when I see a
Woman of unblushing boldness, loud
Yolked, with a tongue of infinite clitter
elatter, with arrogant look, passing
through the streets with the step of a
walking beano gayly arraysii in a very
hurricane of millinery, . cry out.
"Vashti has lost her veil!"When I see
S woman of comely features, and of
adroitness of intellect, and endowed
with all that the schools can do for one,
end of high social position, yet moving
in society with superciliousness and
hauteur, as though she would have peo-
ple know their place, and an undefined
combination of giggle and strut and
rhodomontade, endowed with allopathic
quantities of talk, but only aliomeo-
pathic infLuitesimals of sense, the terror
Of dry goods clerks and railroad con-
ductors, discoverers of significant mean-
ings in plain couversatiou, prodigies of
badinage and innuendo, I say : "Look,
look! Vashti has lost her veil."
A Sacrificing SWIM..
Again, I want you tocousider Vashti
the sacrifice. Who is this I see coming
it of that palace gate of Shushan? It
stems to me that I have seen her before.
She comes homeless, houselese, friend-
less, trudging along with a broken
heart. Who is she? It is Vashti the sac-
rifice. Oh, what a change it was from
regal position to a wayfarer's crust! A
little while ago approved and sought
for; now none so poor as to acknowl-
edge her acquaintanceship. Vashti the
sacrifice! Ah, you and I have seen it
Many a time!
Here io a home empalaceel With beau.
17, All that refinement and books end
Wealth van do fie that house has Neu
dime, but Ahasuerus, the, liwileuel and
the Tether, is inking hold ou paths if
He is gradually geing down. After
awhile he will flounder and struggle
like a wild beast in the hunter's ut•t-
farther away from Clod, farther away
from the right Soon the bright apparel
of the children will turn to rags; soon
the household song will become the sob-
bing of a broken heart The old story over
again. Brutal centaurs breaking up the
marriage feast of Lapithse. The house
full of outrage and cruelty and abomi-
nation, while trudging forth from the
palace gate are Vashti and her children.
There are homes that are in dauger of
mink a breaking up. Oh, Ahasuerus,
that you should steed in a home, by a
dissipated life destroying the peace and
comfort of that home. God forbid that
your children should ever have to wring
their hands and have people point their
finger at them as they pass down the
street and say, "There goes a drunk-
ard's child." God forbid that the little
feet should ever hare to trudge the path
of poverty and wretchedness. God for-
bid that any evil spirit born of the wine
cup or the brandy glass should come
forth and uproot that garden, and with
s lasting, blistering, all consuming
curse shut forever • the palace gate
against Vashti and the children.
During the war I went to Hagerstown
to look at the army. and I stood in the
night on a hilltop and looked down up-
on them. I saw the campfires all
through the valleys and all over the
hills. It was a weird spectacle, them
campfires, and I stood and watched
them, and the 'soldiers who were gather-
ed around them were, no doubt, talking
of their homes and of the long march
they had taken and of the battles they
were to fight. But after awhile I saw
these campfires begin to lower, and they
continued to lower until they were all
gone out and the army slept. It was
imposing when I saw the campfire's; it
was imooeinst in the darkness when I
umognt or tnat great neat asleep.
Well, God looks down from heaven,
and he sees the fire-soles of Christendom
and the loved ones gathered around
these firesides. Those are the campfires
where we warm ourselves at the close
of the day and talk over the battles of
life we have fought and the battles that
are yet to come. God grant that when
at last these fires begin to go out and
oontinue to lower, un-al finally they an
extinguished and the ashes of consumed
hopes strew the hearth of the old home-
mead, it may be, because we have
Gone to sleep that last long sleep
From which none ever wake to weep.
Now we are an army on the ward
of life. Then we will be an army bin
ouacked in the tent of the grave.
waiting.
Once more I want you to look at
Vaehti the silent. You do not hear any
outcry from this woman ea the goes
forth haw the palace gate. From the
very digfety of her nature, you know
there will be no vociferation. Some-
times in life it is necessary to make a
retort; sometimes in life it is necessary
to resist, but there are crises when the
most triumphant thing to do is to keep
sileoce. The philosopher, confident in
his newly discovered principle, waiting
for the coming of more intelligent gen-
erations, willing that men should laugh
at the lightning rod and cotton gin and
neaimboat - waiting for long years
through the scoffing of philosophical
sells:iota, in grand and magnificent si-
lenge. Galilei, condemned .by mathe-
maticians and scientists, caricatured
evelywhere, yet waiting and watching
with his telescope to nee the coming up
of stellar re-enforcements, when the
Ohre in their courses would fight for
the !Copernican system, then sitting
dowla in complete blindness and deaf-
Hem to wait for the coming on of the
generations who wenkl build his mon-
ument anti bow at his grnve.
The reformer, execrated by his con-
temporaries, fastened in a pillory, the
slow fires of public contempt burning
under him, ground under the cylinders
of the printing presto, yet calmly wait-
ing br the day when purity et soul and
bero(mn of character will get the sanc-
tion t.f iiu.th and tat.: past-Ant; cf Leaven.
Affliction, enduring without any coin-
plahot the sharpie ee cf the pang, and
the eiolence of the etorm, and the heft
-4 the chain, and of the darkness of
nigh*. Waiting, until a divine hand
shall be put forth to soothe the pang
and hush the storm and release the cap-
tive. A wife, abused, persecuted and a
perpetual exile from every earthly com-
fort.
--waiting, waiting, until the Lord
shall gather all his dear children in a
heavenly home, and no poor Vashti will
ever he thrust out from the palace gate.
Jesus, in silence and answering not a
word, drinking the gall, bearing the
creme in prospect of the rapturous con-
summation when
Atligels thronged his chariot wheel
And bore him to his throne.
Then swept their golden harps and sung
The glorious work is done.
Oh, woman! Does not this story of
Vaghti the queen, Vashti the veiled,
Vashti the sacrifice, Vashti the silent,
move your soul? My sermon converges
into the one absorbing hope that none
of you may be shut out of the palace
gate of heaven. You can endure the
hardthipe, and the privations, and the
cruelties, and the misfortunes of tbis
life if you can only gain admission
there. Through the blood of the ever-
lasting covenant you go through these
gates or never go at all: God forbid
that you should at last be banished from
the society of angels and banished from
the companionship of your glorified
kindred and banished forever. Through
the rich grace of our Lord, Jesus Christ,
may you be enabled to imitate the ex-
ample of Rachel, and Hannah, and Abi-
gail, And Deborah, and Mary, and Es-
ther, turd Vushti Amen.
Every person-big, little, old or young,
white or black, rich or poor-who has
ever used Dr. Bella Pine-Tar-Honey
pronosnee it the best cough and lung
remedy on earth. It's true, too; so all
dealers guarantee it.
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
Just at this time, when the Endeavor
Sweeties are electing officers and ap-
pointing new eommittees, it seems to us
that a word in regard to systematic
committee work is very lunch in season.
An Endeavor Society without well-
immunized committees is like a ship
without Nails or rudder, drifting ath.-
lessly about and accomplishing wahine-.
No society can successfully exist, in fact,
can not exist at all, without these com-
mittees. They not only constitute the
power by which a society lives and has
its being, but compose the originating
and planning power and the executive.
ability of the different bodies.
Imagine any body of people attempt-
ing to accomplish anything withoet
some 'system of organization and allot-
ment of work; a body in which the en-
tire work is left to all members, to be
undertaken in the manner and at the
time each so willed! Would such a
union accomplish anything? So it is
with Endeavor Societies. How can the
members be expected to live up to the
pledge if there is no Lookout Committee
to remind them of their duties, and,
also, in a loving, Christ-like spirit sleek
to reclaim the erring ones? In what a
dull, monotonous condition would any
society soon sink were there no Prayer-
meeting Committee to devise nem
methods, novel and special service, and
to ease that such plans were. successfully
carried out? In what way may now
members be secured, a bright, happy at-
mosehere be maintained, and a feeling
of cordiality and friendship be created
than through the efforts of a bright,
lively social committee? What more
important and blessed work could be
undertaken than spreading the gospel
and evangelizing the world?
This is now being attempted by our
young people through the efforts of the
Miesionary Committees+. whose ins-piring
watch word is "World-wide Missions:.
The work of an Endeavor Society in
its noble efforts to enlarge the Sabbath-
s hool and reclaim wandering members
is not to be. overlooked; here it is that
the Christian faculties an. cultured and
trained.
One of the most important committees
of any Society is the Visiting and Flower
Committee, which is eomposed of bright,
sunny Endeavorene, who carry the
beauty and jollity of youth into the
home's of the lilted and the chamber', or
the sick. The original idea of Eneleaven
work was to work through eommitPee,
Allit w livrover they have !Pte.'s orettuilmed
in ree proper %my, and put nixes IS ;mewl
working Nude, the wisdom of this plan
Inca been fully demonetrattei. Ills to
be hoped that all of the local Societies
will follow this method of work in its
fullest detail. • • •
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism an-
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 day'..
Its actiomi upon the system is remarkabit
and me sterous. It removes ist once the
cause and the disease immediately die-
appears. The first doesegreatlo benefits;
76 cents- Sold by R. C. Hardwick Drug.
gist Hopkineville.
Funny Bird at Fairview.
Mr. J. F. Barnett killed a bird Sature
day, the epecies of which is unknown in
this part of the country, gays the Fair-
view Review. It was pure, snooty
white with a yellow tinge on the back.
Tae long, sharp bill was nearly six
inches in length and its color was a rich
golden orange, darkening into laack at
the tip. The legs were twenty inches
long and black; the eye was a pale
orange. It measured from tip to tip
of its wings five feet: when standing
erect it wee four and a half feet high;
from end of bill to where the neck en-
tered the body it measured nineteen
inches. The bird weighed only two
pounds. Mr. Wisdom Fnlcher also
killed one last week. The general look
of the bird resembles the ergot, which
is a native of the extreme Southern por-
tion of the United States. These are
the first ever seen in this section.
Bsekea's Arnica Save.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively comes Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect aatisfacion or money refunded.
le 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Hopkineville Ky.
Don't Criticise the Editor.
Every column in a newspaper con-
tains from 10,000 to 25,000 distinct
pieces of metal, the displacement of one
of which would cause a blunder or typo-
graphical error, gays an exchange. And
yet some people think it strange when
they find an error in a newspaper
When they see a word with a wrong let-
ter in it, or a misplaced one, they are
sure they could have smelled the word
right, and they are happy for a whole
day going around telling how the editor
mule a mistake.
A CHILD ENJOYS
The pleasant flavor, gentle action and
soothing effect of Syrup of Figs, when
in need of a laxative, and if the father
or mother be costive or bilious, the most
gratifying results follow its use; to that
it is the beet family remedy known and
eeery family should have a bottle.
PASSING OF AN OLD CITIZEN.
Mr. Oliver Long, a Prominent Farme• ,
Died Yesterday.
Mr. Oliver Long, one of the oldest and
best-known farmers of Christian county,
died Sunday morning at his home,
three miles west of Crofton.
By his death the community in which
he resided loses a valuable citizen. He
was a man of many excellent traits of
character, a loving father and husband,
and a true friend. He was nearly sev-
enty-five years old, and was born in this
eounty. He was twice married and
leaves a large family.
T. e funeral took place last Monday
at the late residenee, tied the interment
was in the Long burying grounds.
rrIllt old man who
IVOkli out at the
world with clear
and healthy eyes
cannot help feeling
great gratification at
the thought that his
children and his
children's children
have inherited front
him no weakness not
tendency to disease.
()The healthy old man
'is the map who has
throughout his life
kept his digestion
good and his blood
pure. Once in
a while you find such
a man who has never
taken any medicine.
That man has lived
a perfectly natural
life. Not one his a
thousand does do it
Sometimes very
slight indiscretions
or carelessness pave
the way for serious
sickness. The germ
theory of disease is
well authenticated,
and germs are every-
where. This need
make no difference
to the ;perfectly
healthy man. Germs go through the
healthy body without effect. They are
hurried along rapidly and 'thrown off before
they have time to develop or increase. Let I
them once find lodgment or let them find a
weak spot, they will develop by the million
and the blood will be full of them. Instead
of rich, life-giving properties, the blood will
be a sluggish, putrid tide of impurity. In.
stead of giving strength to the tissues, it
will force upon them unwholesome and
innutritiotts matter, and the man will
lose flesh. The more flesh he loses and the I
weaker he becomes, the more susceptible
he is to disease. His trouble will become
complicated and serious consequences will /
follow. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery is the only medicine that absolutely
and infallibly cures all blood disea.ses, and
almost all diseases are blood diseases. It
Isn't a medicine for some one particular
so-called disease. It is a medicine for the
whole body. It forces out all the germs of
disease, replaces impurities with tich, redDr. Price's Cream Baking Ptewedet blood, feeds the tissues and makes strong. •
World's Fair Highest Award healthy dub. „
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ASK the recovered
dystre/ bilious
sufl...rci-s. victims of
fever and ague, the
nierctirir I it i seamed
pie trot, 11,- Ar they re.
covt r, ealth, cheer-
ful s,,,1 •nd good
uppetue;tliey will tell
s oU by taking, SIN.
mossLICkS REGLI.
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The ebettelest. Purest awl Beet Femme
Medicine in the Weridl
For itY‘-Pr.PSIA, CliNSTIPATION, Jaun-
dice. Ilona attacks, SICK. II I DAC I I E, olie,
Depression of Spirits, sul it teroaACII.
Heartburn, etc. 'Phis Unriv•Iled remedy is
1,‘,0 ranted not to contain a 'male particle of
IlidtClitY, or say mineral substance, but is
‘'FA:ITABLE,
containing ..:iose Southern Roots and I Orbs
which an all •vv:se Provider', e has placed in
,•ottelrit. • wl•ere r DiAciows most precal I
It will cure ati Mimeses ceesed by Deraegw.
seen; et the Liver and IttiweFs.
'I lie NV (iV A ..1 L.v, r Complaint are •
bit't- r or 1,1 1,-•••• b, tl •• mouth; Pain intl.
k,S,dcs • r j•• 4 ' inist•ken for Rhea.
inatisin. Sour StumisCh; Loris of Appetite;
bowels site: !lately (-touts., and Ira; Ilt•adache;
Loss of Aleatory. with A paini al sensation of
hay int: failed to do stomething which ought to
have been done; !highly; ILOV/ spirits, a thick
yellow 5)1 c:it-tiny- ot the Skin and Eyes, • dry
Cough often mistaken for Consumption.
Sometimes mane of these symptoms attend
the disesse, at others very few; but the 1.1Vga
is generally the seat of the cl:sease, an not
Regulated in Om.. great suffering, wretched-
ac-s and DEATH will ensue.
• ne following highly esteemed persons attest
to the virtues of Simmons begulstor:
Gen W. S. Holt. Pres, Ga.S. W. I. I. o ; Rey.
J. R. Felder, Perry, (is.; Col. F. ka, Al-
bany, ; C. Masterson. Esq., i-h, rid thbl, Cu,
Ga.; lion Alexander II Str;•I s
-we have tested its virt orA, • erv-,nolly; and
know that far I tysrepsia, I .-..anella and
1'i:robbing Headache it is the 1)!..,.; in the
world ever saw. V e tried ;oil!. • •• !•rr iemed!es
before Simmons liver Itegitla• or, but norep,aye
AS niore tiCfl tetnia.rary relief; hut the Vegu-
'.0.., not only hut coned us."-
I it.C.biotPit AND liinset.•••nt it, 3lucon.
l'OAL I LEVAr rtel.Y
J. H. ZEillle & CO.. Pude.'
BELOTE,
PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HOPKINSTILLE, KY.
(Formerly with Forbes & Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plastering anti cement work.
Al! work wu,ra- teed,
and prices reasonable. Lepair work
a specialty and will rem ive prompt
attention.
ADDRESS Lock Box 420.
Professional C
H. I. Weapon, II D.
Pao:. dbozolion die aft.
AND SUIICID.%.
.111.``ft...11P or
DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE itaitidale and r Minding,liol'Itei; 4 to I.
Telepl• No, 132.
HUNTER Wc 0,
xTTORNEY-Al ‘W,
afice in Hopper Block, .s
Plenters Batik.
HOPKINSVILLE. • - .
JOHN FEL
Attornen at -
Over
• liCKY
t)
(1.10i
°Moe Hopper Flock, over Pia, ter's ; Bank
L. C. ANDERSON
Pitysiciati&.St Doll,
Office over Planters Bank Office
hours from 9 to 11 a. in.. 2 to 4 p. m.
M. S. Meriwe
)011 over Bwitsett's •eer
MITT.777127711721C7-
t4 Cushman's Menthui Balm
Is the retest, ',nowt, and most reilable
mmedy
CUTS SALT Rata Clti.PEO MAROS
L
i &URNS ULCERS FkGa E0 FEET
s BRUISES ITCH
SCALDS ENTSIOELAS ARO U.0 WES.
AR Special!, Receramenesd !or PILES.
Qutck t,, Relieve PAM and iteduce InflAmmattost.
limaranteed to give ost lotact I.,ti • I.. n ,4,11 nerd
An oioterrent.beenre yri Custintaras Menthol
Halm ii,, ot• rni Anythiog elr-• ste helm, Jost
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Ferd Schmitt, Agrnt,
Hookinsville, Ky.
Cushman's
MENTHOL INHALER
Cures rill to-elides OHIO
Head *Moat
CATARRH, HEADACHE,
NEURALGIA, LaGRIPPE,
WILL CURE %11,,1:::rt.1::.;
wieesing, totuffing, coughing,
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HICADACHIll suffer-
ers Brings elven to th• 1711P•ple11111. Cures Insomnia
.1,1Nr.orous Prnstration. Don't he fooled with worthlessTake only CUOHM•lit'S. OAt all Druggists or mailed fr.-e AVESTA N DWATE.
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM
.6dero.
rums of Salt Rheum, Old Bores, Cuts.Wounds.Burn., Frostbites. E,xcele ail other remedies forNLRB. Price. 26e. at Drugglets otos on Mentholfree. Address. Cuohm- n Drug Co.. yin.eteannes. incl. wins mammies?. C 'case°. Ill
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GERAiD'S
SELTZER
PHOSPHATE.
A 0000 THING!
PUSH 11 ALONG!
Corm that dreadful f-eling at Head
sod ,11 sub slit, one IT
(moiling so.aeht.
EFFERVESCES LIKE SODA WATER.
If yeu are Weak and Nervous. II
will cure you. If vou ham. lawn
OUT 51,1, NI6117 .1 will antlithh
et, you up Two 005e5 • clime.
At Irruggirts.
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ent bust nese cond tic ted fr 44 
 FILES.
owe orrice es OPPOSITe U, S. PSTINT OIFICS
and we can se, ore pat, Al kali limo than thoee
remote from Niiaai.,:,.:t(rn.
Send model, draw .ng or photo., wth descrip-
tion. Be 'advise, if patental.le or 1., t, Dre of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is se, ured,
A PSireir LAT, "How to Oittaln P.Oruri," with
cost of same in the U. S. and Wage countries
sect free, Adiress,
C.A.SNOW&CO.
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I This will be a campaign ofif there ever was one. educat ion
All Neeommed I,.
Ask your phyeician, your druggist and
your friends about Shiloh's Cure far
Consumption.. They wil recommence
-Sold b yl RC. Hardwick.
Hobart promisee the Republican mu ty
a majority of 50,000 in New Jersey this
year.
Fur Iljspep
and liver Cmplaint you have a printed
guarantee on every bottle of Shiloles
Vitaliser. It never fades to cure.-Sold
by H. C. Hardwick.
If the Populists put out a Presidential
ticket instead of supporting the Demo-
cratic free silver ticket, they will have
no one but themselves to blame if tie
silver cause is defeated.
The Pimovery Stied Hie Life.
Mr. G. Cailloutte, Druggist, Beavers-
ville, Ill., Kays: 'To Dr. King's New
Discovery I owe my hfe. Was taken
with La Grippe and tried all the phymi-
cisme+ for miles about, but of no avail
and was given up and told I could not
live. Having Dr. King's New Discov-
ery in my store I sent tor a bottle and
began its use and from the first (Wee
began to get better, and after timing three
bottles was up and about again. It is
orth its weight lu gold. We don't
keep store or house without it." Get a
fr.e3 trial at R. C. Hardwick's drug
store.
Gov. Altgeld can't be such a fool as
the Republican editors pretend. At any
rate he had sense enough to leave the
Republican party and become a porno-
crut-sono.thing that they have not had
enough sense to do.
The eagle, the king of all birds, is ne t
ml for its keen sight, clear and distinct
visi)n. So are those persons ho use
Sutherland's Eagle Eye Salve for weak
eyes. styes, sore eyes of any kind or
granulated lids. Sold by all dealers.
AP.
When Senator Hill spoke indignautly
of "the rapacity of the gold monometal-
lists" a few years ago, he did not dream
that the exigencies of polities would
drive him into the company of those
ii icked persons this year. Wonder what
lie thinks of gold bugs now?
F, el the Nerves
Upon pure, rich blood and you need not
fear nervous prostration. Nerve's sire
weak when they are improperly toed in-
still' letitly isourielitel. Pun. blepod Is
their Pieper Nei, 1111(1 pun. It venire
by taking Heist's Serompurills, whieh is
thus, ifl'i'llti wit anti btisit RON It
It else builds up the. whole velem,
Hood's Pills are the favorite faintly
cathartic, ea I to take, easy to operate.
When Mr. McKinley sets out to talk
about the allegmi Nantes of a high
tariff he onght not to lug in allything
about reciprocity, its they- cannot possi-
bly go together. He ought to save his
reciprocity for another occasion, because
when he praises one he is damning the.
other.
The Populists and all other silver par-
ties that fail to indorse the fret. saver
nominee of the Democratic convention
need never again pretend to be friends1
of the silver cause, as they all know I
that it will take the united vote of all ,
silver men of all parties to elect a silver
President, and as the Democratic party
will tiot only be the largest party, but
also the first to nominate a free salve r
ticket it will become their duty to ii -
dorse that ticket, and any failure. to do
so will simply show that they have not
been sincere in their expressions of
friendship for silver,
noit't let gni env persuade you to take
anything else instead of Simmons Liver
Regulator. Some merchants will try to
do this but not for your goods. They do
it to make a little. more profit on some-
thing which is of an inferior quality.
though you must pay just as much for
the bad as for the good. Be sure to take
Simmons Liver Regulator and nothing
else. Look for the Red Z on every
package.
If reciprocity in our trade with one
or two nations be beneficial to this cone-
try, then it necessarily follows that the
policy should be adopted in dealing with
all nations-and that would abolish our
tariff entirely, so while Mr. McKinley
and his followers are in favor of a
mountaio high tariff, As they claim to
be, they cannot also be in favor of the
reciprocity scheme that Mr. James G.
Blaine originated and which the Re-
publican convention tacked on to the
tariff plank of its present platform.
The reciprocity policy was iriyen a
trial by the Harrison Administration.
and it was soon found that there was
nothing in it.
Then Baby was eIu. wu. ga.e ner repaterts.
Wheva she was • Child. sbe cried for Castorta
.Cher: she neenme Miss, the clung to CS1110111\
When she Arid ' eta care t.t.An. (..batoeff.
In 'speaking of California in the corn-
ing Presidential election, the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat says: "The Deme-
crate are claiming California, and pt r-
tape they 'sill get it. California has
always been an uncertain State. It
was one of the five Northern States
which went against the Republican
Presidential candidate in le56, New Jer-
sey, Pennsylvania, Indiana and Mind •
being the others. In 1e80 and 1892 it
also went against them, and in several
ether Presidential years its Republican
majority was Si) small that nobody could
tell whether it gave a Republican nisi-
jority at all until the official count re-
vealtel it. The Republicans, however,
can win without it."
Some time sin,* I was engaged in
handling lime and it injured my epee I
was induced by our druggist, here, Mr.
J. E. Allen, to try your Sutherland's
Eaglet Eye Salve, and will say it et r ti
me in a very eliort time ; and our little.
girl was suffering with Pore eyes, and
we toad it on her eyes and it cured her.
We consider it the best eye salve on
earth. Yours truly, D. McComem,
Proprietor Burkeville, Ky., Hotel.
No man in English politics for many
years has made such a complete failure
as has Mr. Balfour, who started in after
the Salisbury victory as First Lord
the Treasury and also Leader of the
House of Commons at the head of a ma-
jority of 150. He had a fine opportuni-
ty to make a big reputation for himself,
but the truth of the whole business is
that there is absolutely nothing in him.
He was pushed to the front because he
happened to be a nephew of Lord Salis-
bury. The Salisbury Government, with
150 majority at its back, was expected
to pass a nuniber of very desirable meas-
ures, but owing to the inefficiency of
Balfour nearly everything it has under-
taken has fallen through, and the large.
majority, from a lack of efficient leader-
ship, has become divided into factions
that fight each other, and in that way
has lost its power for good. Balfour
will soon resign, so it is said, and the
sooner he does so the better it will be for
his party.
"As if a brick were lying in my stom-
ach" is the description by a dyspeptic of
his feeling after eating.
This is one of the commonest mymp-
tone; of indigestion. If you have it,
take Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Not only this symptom, but all the
symptoms of indigestion are cured by
Shaker Digestive Cordial.
So many medicines; to cure thin one
disorder. Only one that can bet called
successful, because. only one that acts in
a simple, natural, and yet scientific way.
Shaker Digestive Cordial.
ingredientdangerous s Digestive
Purely vegetable, a
)baker 
31 containing no
Cordial tones up, stie-ngthens and re-
stores to health all the digestive organs.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to
01.00 a bottle.
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for infants and Children.
TIMMY years' observation of Casteria with the patronage ofmillions of persons, permit is. Sc ersatz et it erttlianst gemming.
It is un_yeestionably tke best remedy for Infants and Children
the world  has oveir known. it 4e 'harmless. Chi/deem like it. It
gives thins health. It will save their live*. In it Ihretbenei lave
esseetbingWhiek is absolutely. safe awl jer toitioApar.. moron% pc ,
ehLId`s  medicine.
Cestorta &citron Worms.
Carteria allays Peverishasom.
Caster's prevmsta verengthoz Sour Card.
Castor's% care* Diarrhea and Wind Celle.
Caster's 1...tevos Teething Troubles.
Carla cures Ceosstizatleof mod Tlatzelookri.
Contort* noufralitos the offsets of rarlesio Reid sus or poisonous air.
Castoria dem net contain monibine, /opium. or other narectioprer,
Castert. assimilates_ the food, ronlate. the stomach and 'bewails,
i&bour healthy rad natural sleep,
Oas feria taint up fn onsormim T.ottln. only. It is not sold in loulk.
Don't allow an_i_nne to sell you sozeytie else an the pies _,._.L.
that it is  l'just as good" and " will omicron *very neweee.*
Ose that you got Co.A4.T.,0•R•I- A.
The fac-obni2o
stamature of
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castorla.
asemommadommlemowmimssimgmoi
They
Lighten
Labor
sad must please the Housoirtf•
because they are perfect
Is every part. Wee with every
Used Irm, Thousands. Should be by You.
Quick Bakers,
Superior Cookers,
Powerful Heaters.
.rwat variety of styles and Staiii
A Written Ouarants•
Seld by Gem W ou, Horti Itk KeottcY
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I. ARIA AND HAPIIAER SODA
• .
:
Costs no more than other package soda-never roesin packages.
• 
flour-universally ackaowledged purest in the world. 1
• ale lade only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere. a
• 
•
• Write for Arm and Hammer Book of valuable Recipe* FRLE. a
• 0
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COME TO US
FOR YOUR
Gent's shoes, ladies' shoes,
misses and ehildren's shoes
and oxfords.
All widths, lasts and prices. Red tans, choco-lates, patent leathers, etc.
The finest line of gent's
White and Colored Shirts,
Ties, Hosiery, underwear,
Suspendess, etc.,
to be found in the c;ty. We want your tra4e. Have se-
lected a stock and mark «1 it a, Prices tl ill it.
Ciall and see up.; it will cost 3ou noth:ng to look
through our mammoth store at any rate.
RICHARDS & COMPANY.
Sarn'l Hodgson,
Importer and Manufacturer of
!am 1e-
TABLE1S, ETC., ETC,
CLARKVILLE: : TENNE SEE.
Mr. Frank II. Whitlow is our Solicitor.
Bethel Female College
HOPKINSVILLE, KY,
HOME SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES!
Reorganized. Ten able and experienced teacher*. Thorough coursers in Az:-
eient and Modern Languages, English, Mathematics, Music, Art and Elocution.Building renovated; Furniture New; Electric Lights. Forty-third session opensSEPTEMBER 2n, leite. For Catalougne, address
EDMUND HARRISON, President.
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. A. G. LANGHAM
OYAL
Insurance Company of L iver p 0( I
(INOORPORATED.)3
BARBEE AND CASTLEMAN,
MilNA9ER37)1 THERM DEPARTMENT
COLUMBIA BUILDIFG, LOUISVILLE, Ai'
GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
J.RA.Renshaw Son
Livery, Feed and
sale Stable.
A like 1ire a pretty turnouts always on hand. Call o
us t•it...hte ,n we-.t Seventh st.
4
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Clairette Soap is a wash day neces-
sity—an every day need. The means
by which a woman can lighten her
burden of care. A dirt destroyer of
ttit highest merit—a time and money
Over with the highest reputation.
}jaw you tried Clairette ?
Sold everywhere. Made only by
THE N. E. FAIRI3ANIC COMPANY, St. Louis.
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Fronk Dabney.
No son & Dabney,
Tobacco
Xelens
liliPKINSVILLE WAPIPIOU E.
-0R.Ri*mituAT) :-: AND -: ' S
1
J. (-Wendt irk
n
E.
Tobacco
C LARKSV1LLE — - TENNZSSE
Ship your tobace) to
Ragsdale,
Cooper & Co.
MAIN STREET, HOPHINSVIE KY.
T C ilanbery.PERES...ull ..if Shryer:EnipsE
' 1
HANBERY & SHRYER, Proprietor s.
Railroad Street, Bet. 10th 4- 11th-
3Eropir1za.eozrille -
T. C. HA*BERY, Ss lesman.
G TT heeler JJ H Faxon.
WHEELER, MILLS & COMPANY,
Tobacco Warehousemen
Comm'esion Merchants
And Grain Dealers.
Fire-Proof Warehouse, Cor. 7th and R. R. Sts.,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
SerLiberal A,Ivance on e2oneignments. All/Tobacco Sen Us Coveredby Insurance.
ABRNATH Y CO.
Tobarco Commiisbn M rchaiti.
Central SI.
 Warehouse.
1 0PKI if.r. VILLE' 
 
 KENTUCKY
NAT
AITHER&WEST
JAS. WA'Sl.
CDITIHM1 bilE118,
P 2.7:i INT S VIZ.&
- : - E P. TURNLEY
C LL & TURNLEY,
Tobacco Warehousemen,
— :And General rerenaselon Tilerehaess:—
RAWGE WAREHOUSE,
Clarksville. - _ 
- Tennessee.
The Fatamiage Solicited on all 11h0 hare tobacco to aell. Mark your hopbe•da
Tumuli-RT, C tirar g ('..h P made on e- nalgn noon ht.
row P. MAJPR. JAM. D PEADI.F.Y. inLate of CIseio k I Ilr, Ten. Gh. Late of ens. needle, IC
MAJOR
Tobacco Warehozse,
'um P. MAJOR & CO., l'rops,
iia:tile...sr; • solo ,
west Main Street $ LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Liberal advances. Four months free storage. Daily auctionsales. Special attention to private sales.
1, P. BERN ARIA A. P. W. 0, PALM LB.
CENTRAL
TOBACCO
 
MT REHOUSE
ZdSzards LAk:rnard co., Proprietors.
(lecorperaten.)
es. :1(l•IW•41/ I
I Lt)ITI3CILLE,
Nark Your I LvFheads "Central Holier."
Auction aisles daily. Prompt Retorts made. Fog, 11•00111# IRMO ,
:epochsl attention given tie mile Dal ktobac30A
4L.i. 
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